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Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit entwickelt Methoden um die Konnektivitätsanalyse
zwischen Meeresregionen zu automatisieren und zu objektivieren.

Die bisherigen Methoden zur Konnektivitätsanalyse stützen sich oft auf
manuelles Einflechten von Expertenwissen, was die Verarbeitung großer
Datenmengen langwierig gestaltet.

Diese Arbeit stellt ein neues Framework zur Datenfusion vor, welches
viele Automatisierungs- und Objektivierungsansätze für den gesamten
Analyseprozess bereit hält. Sie identifiziert verschiedene Komplexitäten
der Konnektivitätsanalyse und zeigt, wie sich das Datenfusionsframework
darauf anpassen und anwenden lässt.

Das Framework wird in dieser Arbeit verwendet um geo-referenzierte
Trajektorien von Fischlarven im westlichen Mittelmeer zu analysieren,
die Ausbreitungspfade neu gebildeten Wassers im subpolaren Nordatlan-
tik anhand ihrer hydrographischen Eigenschaften zu verfolgen und ihre
zeitliche Änderung zu erfassen.

Diese Beispiele geben den verwendeten und neu kombinierten informa-
tionstechnischen Methoden ein neues und im Zuge des fortschreitenden
Klimawandels hoch relevantes Anwendungsfeld. Für die Weiterentwick-
lung dieser Methoden ergeben sich damit neue Richtungen, die vor dem
Hintergrund der Meereswissenschaften über das Optimieren vorhandener
Methoden hinaus gehen. Die Meereswissenschaft, genauer die Physi-
kalische Ozeanographie, profitiert von den neuen Möglichkeiten große
Datenmengen schnell und objektiv auf ihre exakten Fragestellungen hin
zu analysieren.

Diese Arbeit ist ein Vorstoß in das neue Gebiet der Marinen Daten-
wissenschaften. Sie erforscht praktisch und theoretisch die Möglichkeiten
Daten- und Meereswissenschaften gewinnbringend für beide Seiten zu
vereinen. Sie zeigt beispielhaft anhand der Konnektivitätsanalyse zwischen
Meeresregionen den Mehrwert der Kombination der Daten- und Meeres-
wissenschaften. Außerdem zeigt sie erste Erkenntnisse und Ideen auf, wie
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sich Forschende aus beiden Disziplinen aufstellen können um erfolgreiche
Marine Datenwissenschaft zu betreiben und damit das Verständnis des
Ozeans voran zu treiben.
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Abstract

This thesis develops methods to automate and objectify the connectivity
analysis between ocean regions.

Existing methods for connectivity analysis often rely on manual in-
tegration of expert knowledge, which renders the processing of large
amounts of data tedious.

This thesis presents a new framework for Data Fusion that provides
several approaches for automation and objectification of the entire analysis
process. It identifies different complexities of connectivity analysis and
shows how the Data Fusion framework can be applied and adapted to
them.

The framework is used in this thesis to analyze geo-referenced trajecto-
ries of fish larvae in the western Mediterranean Sea, to trace the spreading
pathways of newly formed water in the subpolar North Atlantic based on
their hydrographic properties, and to gauge their temporal change.

These examples introduce a new, and - as climate change progresses -
highly relevant field of application for the established Data Science meth-
ods that were used and innovatively combined in the framework. New
directions for further development of these methods are opened up, which,
against the background of Marine Science, go beyond optimization of
existing methods. The Marine Science, more precisely Physical Oceanogra-
phy, benefits from the new possibilities to analyze large amounts of data
quickly and objectively for its exact research questions.

This thesis is a foray into the new field of Marine Data Science. It
practically and theoretically explores the possibilities of combining Data
Science and the Marine Sciences advantageously for both sides. The exam-
ple of automating and objectifying connectivity analysis between marine
regions in this thesis shows the added value of combining Data Science
and Marine Science. This thesis also presents initial insights and ideas on
how researchers from both disciplines can position themselves to thrive as
Marine Data Scientists and simultaneously advance our understanding of
the ocean.
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Part I

Thesis Summary





Chapter 1

Introduction

A changing climate affects the Earth and with it the global ocean. As
consequence of human activity and the respective emission of greenhouse
gas to the atmosphere, the Earth’s climate system is changing. This climate
emergency manifests not only in the atmosphere but also in the global
ocean [MZP+21]. The ocean has a high heat capacity in comparison to
the atmosphere. Thus, the hydrographic structure and with it the ocean
dynamics might change slower than the atmosphere. Changes in the
dynamics of a warmer ocean might only start to show now.

To observe and understand the global ocean and its changes the Marine
Sciences collect and produce huge amounts of data every year. These data
are spatially and temporally sparse and they are of very different type and
accuracy [VTA+21]. Handling and making collective sense of these huge
amounts of heterogeneous data is not part of the traditional education
of Marine Scientists. Data Science, an emerging branch of the Computer
Sciences, aims at developing and using methods to be able to handle these
large data sets and infer relevant insights from them.

Combining Data Science and Marine Sciences promises to propel both
sciences forward by learning from each other. Integrating Data Science
methods into the marine analytic workflow has the potential to help
tremendously in interpreting and generating objective insights. The Data
Science community, in turn, benefits from the introduction of novel real
world (i.e., messy) data sets for testing existing and established methods.
As a consequence, new algorithms may emerge that aim at tackling the
details where a mere combination of state-of-the-art methods falls short.
Having worked at this exciting interface between Data and Marine Sci-
ence for three years, we provide hands-on insights into synergistic effects
between the sciences that occur on one hand, and pitfalls where the differ-
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1. Introduction

ences in terminology and publication culture create a lot of friction and
loss of momentum on the other hand.

In this thesis we developed a Data Fusion framework that integrates
deep knowledge and understanding of the various areas of research inside
Data and Computer Science and applied it on connectivity analysis prob-
lems stemming from Physical Oceanography, a branch of Marine Sciences.
We investigated connectivity research questions of increasing complexity
and specifically tailored our approaches to solve the exact domain science
problems. We concentrated on automating and objectifying the analytical
methods for connectivity analysis between ocean regions with simulated
Lagrangian Particle Release Experiments. Lagrangian Particle Release Ex-
periments are a standard method from Physical Oceanography to generate
data for connectivity analysis. Understanding how different ocean regions
are connected by the underlying dynamics is a current topic of research
in Physical Oceanography, e.g., in the subpolar North Atlantic [PTM+17;
FKO+18; HVK21].

1.1 Thesis Structure

This thesis is divided into two parts. Part I contains four chapters and gives
an overview over the research that has been done during this thesis. The
papers and manuscript written during this work are attached in Part II.

In the remainder of this chapter we introduce how we define the
increasing complexity of different aspects of connectivity analysis (Sec-
tion 1.2).

Chapter 2 gives a short introduction to connectivity analysis in Physical
Oceanography for readers stemming from Data or Computer Science with
no background knowledge on Marine Sciences, Physical Oceanography
and their methods for connectivity analysis.

Chapter 3 briefly summarizes the contributions and further implica-
tions of the research in this work.

Chapter 4 concludes the findings stemming from this interdisciplinary
research for both Data and Marine Science and gives an outlook into
further work.

6



1.2. Dimensions of Complexity in Connectivity Analysis

1.2 Dimensions of Complexity in Connectivity
Analysis

Figure 1.1. Overview on the dimensions of complexity in connectivity between
ocean regions. The complexity depends on what research questions are asked and
what kind of data are available. From a data methodical point of view, there are
five main dimensions influencing the complexity: i) feature space ii) definition
method of the ocean regions iii) type of connectivity iv) way of processing the
trajectories v) level of time aggregation.

We identified five dimensions that influence the complexity for ma-
chine learning aided connectivity analysis between ocean regions: i) The
feature space that describes the regions, ii) the way of defining an ocean
region, iii) the way of defining what connectivity means, iv) the way how
the trajectories are processed, and v) the aggregation levels with regard
to the time span. Figure 1.1 shows a visual overview of the complexity
dimensions and their expressions investigated in this thesis. The combina-
tion of the different dimensions leads to configurations that have different
interacting levels of complexity. The right hand expressions of each dimen-
sion are either more complex on their own for each dimension, e.g., online
segmentation of trajectories is more complex than batch segmentation, or
combining both expressions leads to more complex problems, e.g., com-
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1. Introduction

bining geo-references with hydrographic measures is more complex than
each on their own. We developed approaches for increasingly complex
configurations of connectivity analysis. We use this schema to introduce
the research contributions of this work in Chapter 3.

Feature Space Ocean regions can be described through spatial informa-
tion, i.e. geo-coordinates or hydrographic information, such as measure-
ments of temperature and salinity.

The complexity of the feature space depends on how much spatial and
hydrographic information is recorded in the trajectories of the particles.
The minimal complexity contains merely the longitude and latitude as
geo-coordinates along with the timestamp. The next level of complexity
– especially when trying to generate a probability density map – is to
add the depth as an additional geo-coordinate. In even higher complexity,
hydrographic measurements are recorded along the way.

Definition of Ocean Regions The ocean regions can be defined manually
in an expert guided manner or automatically in a data driven way, e.g.,
through clustering.

The complexity of defining ocean regions is an interaction between
the feature space that is used and the modus operandi (manual vs. data-
driven). One of the lowest complexities for connectivity analysis is to
have no hydrographic and depth information in the trajectories while the
ocean regions of interest are few and manually defined (see section 3.2).
When tracing three-dimensional movement in many ocean regions that are
defined by their hydrographic properties, the complexity of the analysis
increases (see sections 3.3 and 3.4).

Type of Connectivity The type of connectivity, whether it is end-to-
end from a seeding area to a designated target area or whether the local
connectivities underway are regarded.

The complexity in the types of connectivity follows the length of
pathways. For the local connectivity, short pathways need to be identified
and evaluated. For the end-to-end connectivity, the whole pathway and
all possible variations and detours need to be considered. These longer
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1.3. List of Publications

pathways are much harder to find and the run times of the detecting
algorithms are also much increased. When they rely on distances between
data points or trajectory segments, the distance matrices are huge, i.e.,
computatively and memorywise very costly.

Processing of Trajectories Trajectories can be processed as a complete
construct (batch) or regarded as a time series where the next position is
fed online to the analysis.

Depending on the availability of the data source used in the research
question, this influences the possible methods massively. When using
simulated data, usually there is no need to treat trajectories in an online
manner. There is no real time constraint, so the data can be processed
in a batch. When using real measurement data, such as the readings of
Argo floats [Arg22], it might be more sensible to apply an online approach.
In this work we used simulation data and treated them as batch. Recent
methods from Physical Oceanography, however, treat the trajectories as
online sequences [FBC+22].

Levels of Time Aggregation Oceanic processes happen on vastly differ-
ent time spans [VTA+21].

For the complexity of the connectivity analysis it has a huge impact
whether the data is aggregated over years to highlight differences or trends
in certain years or decades, or if the aggregation is done over quarters
or months to observe trends on shorter time scales – such as seasonal
influences. A special case is the aggregation of all quarters or months
over the course of several years as we introduced in Section 3.4. This
emphasizes even further the seasonal or inter-quartal differences in a
certain set of years. The smaller the aggregation level, the more data needs
to be analyzed and interpreted. To find a way or measure to efficiently
compare on these different time scales helps mitigate this complexity.

1.3 List of Publications

The following papers and presentations were assembled during this thesis.
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Chapter 2

Connectivity Analysis between
Ocean Regions

πάντα ῥεῖ - everything flows

— Heraklit

This chapter gives a brief overview over the terminology and standard
methods used in Physical Oceanography and connectivity analysis. It
is meant for Data and Computer Scientists that are interested in diving
deeper into the marine research behind the methods that are presented in
this thesis.

Physical Oceanography investigates and strives to explain ocean dy-
namics. For this, data on hydrographic and dynamic properties are col-
lected by observing the ocean through in-situ measurements, satellite
observations, and by simulating the ocean or parts of it in Ocean General
Circulation Models (OGCMs). Hydrographic properties are physical de-
scriptions of the water such as temperature, salinity and density. Dynamic
properties include longitudinal and latitudinal flow velocities.

Connectivity analysis focuses on investigating how the water moves.
This is studied by releasing particles in a seeding region and tracking them
for a fixed time or until they reach a target region.

To understand connectivity analysis in Physical Oceanography it is
essential to understand Lagrangian Particle Release Experiments (Sec-
tion 2.1), how the connectivity between ocean regions is commonly visu-
alized and analyzed (Section 2.2), and how ocean regions can be defined
(Section 2.3).
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2. Connectivity Analysis between Ocean Regions

2.1 Lagrangian Particle Release Experiments

Lagrangian Particle Release Experiments release particles and track them
over time. The name Lagrangian relates to the reference frame of the parti-
cles. The reference frame is on the moving particle (Lagrangian) instead
of on a fixed outside grid (Eulerian). Lagrangian Particle Release Exper-
iments are broadly used to simulate the spreading of water from one
region to one or more other regions [GBB+09; Ben06]. A huge ensemble of
single Lagrangian particle trajectories is needed to map out the underlying
velocity field [SGA+17]. The analysis of these experiments enhances the
understanding of a great number of different marine phenomena. Exam-
ples are the distribution of hatchling sea turtles [SBR+14], the dispersion
of fish larvae [SP14], the transport of plastics or marine debris [DBN+19;
LKK+21] or the spreading of water masses [RFS+02; ZBF+20; FHB22].

There exist two commonly used methods to estimate water pathways
between two ocean regions with Lagrangian Particle Release Experiments:
i) using physical tracers and ii) simulating particle movement with virtual
particles [Ben06; BLB+19] in an Ocean General Circulation Model (OGCM)
[RDB+13; FBC+22].

Physical tracers are introduced into the water body of interest and
examined in different temporal intervals. This is done through on-site
measurements such as water samples taken at elaborate ship surveys
[RFS+02] or Argo float data [GYB+21] which are very costly and temporally
and spatially sparse. Physical tracers can be salt [CH95; RG92], CFCs
[SFP+00; RFS+02] or tritium-helium [TCJ87].

Virtual particles are computed with Ocean General Circulation Models
(OGCMs). OGCMs use physical knowledge on fluid dynamics to calculate
the movement of the ocean. For this, the ocean is gridded into cells. The
size of these cells, i.e., the resolution of the model, can differ. OGCMs give
information about the changes in the hydrographic properties of the water
for each cell. The virtual particles have zero spatial extend and are moved
by the advective three dimensional velocity field and, if defined, by the
diffusion in the OGCM.

Research on connectivity focuses on two main sources of information
from the Lagrangian Particle Release Experiments: spatial and hydro-
graphic data. "Spatial" connectivity analysis only concentrates on the
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2.1. Lagrangian Particle Release Experiments

spatial information and how two or more regions are connected. When
tracking particles for this kind of analysis only information on time and
location is important. "Hydrographic" connectivity analysis concentrates
on the differences of hydrographic properties between regions that are
themselves defined by similar hydrographic properties. It investigates how
the regions are connected or how their volume is changing over space or
time or both. Although the spatial information is not neglectable here, it
does not play a role as important as in solely spatial analyses. In addition
to the time and location information, hydrographic properties are recorded
in particle release experiments for this kind of analysis.

Figure 2.1. Trajectory data from simulated Lagrangian Particle Release Experiments
in the Western Mediterranean Sea and the subpolar North Atlantic. The colors
indicate different single trajectories. Left: Simulated migration trajectories of fish
larvae [THR+21]. Right: Spreading of simulated particles seeded in the central
Labrador Sea [TWH+22] (© 2022 IEEE).

Figure 2.1 shows a subsample of the trajectories that we analyzed in
this work. For analyzing spatial connectivity, where the seeding region
is manually defined by an area with coordinates, we used a Lagrangian
Particle Release Experiment that aims at finding out how fish larvae spread
in the Mediterranean Sea (see Section 3.2 and Paper B). For analyzing
the more complex hydrographic connectivity, where the seeding region
is defined by a certain density range in a certain area, e.g., the central
Labrador Sea, we used Lagrangian Particle Release Experiments that aim
at tracking how a certain water type of a certain density spreads in the
subpolar North Atlantic over different time spans (see Sections 3.3, 3.4 and
Papers C, D, E).
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2. Connectivity Analysis between Ocean Regions

2.2 Connectivity Analysis

Traditional methods for analyzing connectivity with Lagrangian Particle
Release Experiment data rely on manual and subjective input.

Complete pathways can only be described in a qualitative way with
probability density maps up to now [SGA+17]. Probability density maps
are heat maps that grid the complete area of interest and count the number
of particle positions in each cell. This count can be normalized by the total
number of position entries, data points or normalized by the number of
single particles whose trajectories’ positions were counted for the map.
Probability density maps disregard temporal aspects completely as only
the positions in the trajectory data are used. As with all heat maps, the fixed
grid is another major drawback of probability density maps. The different
resolutions of this grid might lead to maps that show substantially different
areas with high traffic. Figure 2.2 shows the probability density maps of
the trajectories that we analyzed in this work. When comparing them to
the trajectories in Figure 2.1, the main pathways are clearly visible in the
probability density maps. This is, however, only a qualitative description
of the overall positions without any regard to movement and its direction.

Figure 2.2. Probability density maps of the trajectory data from simulated La-
grangian Particle Release Experiments in the Western Mediterranean Sea and the
subpolar North Atlantic. Lighter colors indicate higher density. See Figure 2.1 for
a subsample of the original trajectories. Left: Probability density map of simulated
migration trajectories of fish larvae. Right: Probability density map of the spreading
of simulated particles seeded in the central Labrador Sea [TWH+22] (© 2022 IEEE).

Particles reaching a certain region are detected by manually defining a
border for this region and then backtracking the particles’ full trajectories
until they hit this border. When analyzing areas of potential interesting
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2.3. Defining Ocean Regions

underway hydrographic landmarks, literature based assumptions about
these areas need to be available before the analysis for their borders to be
inserted manually. Novel, potentially interesting changing points in the
hydrographic properties might stay undetected.

These methods are not applicable on a very large scale. They constrain
the analysis to predefined regions and time spans which might lead to
ignoring regions that were not believed to be interesting enough for being
examined with these costly methods. To thoroughly analyze any region
for any time span in a quantitative, data-driven, and objective way the
analysis process needs to become less subjective and manual.

2.3 Defining Ocean Regions

Ocean regions are defined by a range of geo-coordinates and optional
hydrographic properties. The spatial defined regions are usually based on
bathymetric1 information or political decisions, e.g., the geo-coordinates
of marine protected areas. Hydrographic property ranges are defined to
describe bodies of water with similar hydrographic properties.

Spatial definiton of ocean regions can be done guided by an expert
or solely data driven. An expert indicates the exact coordinates of the
area or sections when defining ocean regions based on bathymetry or
special regions of interest [FBC+22]. A data driven approach needs to
learn about the interpretation of bathymetry or politics to be able to find
these ranges. Another data driven approach is to grid the whole area of
interest into equi-sized cells and use these cells as generic spatial ocean
regions [THR+21]. In both cases, the defined regions serve as a form of
positive space, i.e., the ocean region of interest as opposed to the “negative”
space of the rest of the ocean.

Hydrographic definition of ocean regions identifies coherent volumes of
water with similar hydrographic properties which are called water masses.
The ocean consists of water, but it is not mixed into a homogeneous volume.
Water at the surface of the ocean interacts with the atmosphere and thus
changes its hydrographic properties. It is then spreading through the ocean
basins along regions of the same or similar density, following isopycnals.

1topology of the ocean floor
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2. Connectivity Analysis between Ocean Regions

Different factors, such as the water’s inertia, the rotation of the Earth,
climate influences such as sun rays and winds move the water and change
its hydrographic properties through mixing. Physical Oceanographers
have identified different water masses throughout the oceans of the Earth
[Tal11]. Hydrographic definiton of ocean regions has been done manually
up to now [HVK21; FBC+22]. Contrary to spatially defining ocean regions,
the problem with hydrographic definition is to agree on the exact ranges of
the hydrographic properties. An objective way could be using data driven
methods such as clustering. However, clustering approaches for oceanic
hydrography come with its own problems, such as accommodating the
strong difference in the data’s variance between the higher and deeper
depths in the water column.
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Chapter 3

Research Contributions

He came nobody knows whence, and he has gone nobody knows where.
— Washington Irving, Adventures of the Black Fisherman - 1824

This chapter summarizes the insights generated during the interdis-
ciplinary work between the Marine Sciences and Computer Science. Fig-
ure 3.1 visualizes the contributions of this thesis towards objectifying and
quantifying connectivity analysis in terms of the complexity dimensions
introduced in Section 1.2.

Section 3.1 introduces the Data Fusion framework that we developed
during this work.

The following three sections give an overview on how this Data Fusion
framework can be applied to different complexities of connectivity analysis
with trajectories from Lagrangian Particle Release Experiments.

Section 3.2 applies the trajectory and network part of the Data Fusion
framework to find the hot spots of transitional movement in fish larvae
migration trajectories. This approach generates a network based on bin-
ning positional data into hexagonal cells and counting the connections
between the cells to identify the transition frequencies, and thus, transition
probabilities, between the cells (see Paper B).

Sections 3.3 and 3.4 apply the complete Data Fusion framework to
objectively identify the changes and spreading pathways of hydrographic
properties in the subpolar North Atlantic. Geo-referenced gridded data
are anlyzed for clusters of similar hydrographic properties and then this
information is fused with the trajectory data.

Section 3.3 fuses the geo-referenced hydrographic data while disregard-
ing temporal aspects. The gridded data are averaged over the complete
time period of interest and the trajectories are viewed as spatial point
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3. Research Contributions

Figure 3.1. Contributions of the research on automating connectivity analysis
in this thesis in terms of complexity of the connectivity analysis. The respective
complexity configurations that are investigated are highlighted in blue (Section 3.2),
orange (Section 3.3) and green (Section 3.4). The dimensions of complexity are
explained in Section 1.2.

clouds. These two assumptions disregard temporal aspects in the analysis
(see Paper C).

Section 3.4 integrates temporal aspects into the connectivity analysis. It
is the most complex type of connectivity analysis regarded in this work.
The hydrographic input data for the clustering are averaged over quarterly
or yearly time slices yielding more time-sensitive clustering results. The
trajectory segmentation is also conducted into the hydrographic space. This
way, temporal aspects are regarded implicitly (see Paper D). For comparing
clusters found in the different data sets, we worked on developing efficient
methods to match the clusters across data sets or time steps (see Paper E).

Simultaneously to the connectivity research, we explored ways as to
how it might be possible to establish a new field, Marine Data Science, as
a sensible combination of Data Science and Marine Sciences.
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Section 3.5 summarizes the insights of an expert workshop on this
topic (see Paper A).
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3. Research Contributions

3.1 A Data Fusion Framework for Connectivity
Analysis

We developed a Data Fusion framework to automate and objectify connec-
tivity analysis between ocean regions. The Data Fusion framework fuses
geo-referenced hydrographic data (gridded data) with trajectories recorded
in Lagrangian Particle Release Experiments (trajectory data) to infer insights
about the connectivity of ocean regions in a data-driven way. The research
contributions summarized in Sections 3.2 to 3.4 show how this framework
can be applied on connectivity analysis of different complexities (see Sec-
tion 1.2). The description of the Data Fusion framework in this section has
been taken from Paper C [TWH+22] (© 2022 IEEE).

We established a stage-based cross-domain fusion framework [Zhe15]
consisting of a Data Enhancement step and a subsequent Data Reduction
step. Figure 3.2 shows the complete process. We first enhance the data
available by combining gridded and trajectory data. Then we reduce
the amount of data and distill the information of interest. Through the
combination of the Data Enhancement and Data Reduction steps, it is
possible to exclude manual definition and investigation from the analysis.

The Data Enhancement combines gridded and trajectory data (Figure
3.2 left). We do a cluster analysis on the gridded data to then segment the
trajectory data by assigning these clusters to them. In contrast to [ZLY+11],
who segment a city map into areas along the road network and fuse this
with taxi cab trajectories, our Data Fusion approach uses information from
different feature spaces. The clustering is done in the space of the physical
properties of seawater, temperature and salinity. The segmentation of the
trajectories takes place in the longitude-latitude-depth-space, i.e. coordinate
space.

After having enhanced the available data, they are reduced by focusing
on the analysis aspects at hand (Figure 3.2, right). First, to investigate where
the trajectories change the respective water cluster, the corresponding
positions of the trajectories are extracted. Then, to get a view on the
transition probabilities between the water clusters, the cluster changes of
all trajectories are statistically summarized into a Markov Model [MTG09].
It is possible to create this Markov Model for each complete trajectory, or
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3.1. A Data Fusion Framework for Connectivity Analysis

Figure 3.2. This schema shows the complete Data Fusion process in this work. Two
Data Sources are combined in the Data Enhancement step. Data Reduction then
reduces the total amount of data by focusing on the information relevant to the do-
main research aspects. The gridded data are temperature and salinity measures (top)
that are equidistantly sampled in the coordinate space (bottom). The trajectories are
seemingly chaotically sampled positions following the underlying velocity fields.
Data Enhancement combines water clusters obtained in the temperature-salinity
space of the gridded data with the particle trajectories into water cluster segmented
trajectories. Data Reduction condenses the trajectories into cluster sequence strings
by removing repeating water cluster labels to focus only on the transitions. Then
it aggregates the transition probabilities between the water clusters in a Markov
Model.
[TWH+22], © 2022 IEEE.

to select only (sub)trajectories that start at the seeding area S and end in
the target area T.

For more details see Paper C.
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3. Research Contributions

3.2 Finding Hot Spots of Transitional Movement
with a Transition Network

We investigated spatial connectivity analysis on the spread of fish larvae
in the Western Mediterranean Sea (see Figure 2.1). The problem of quan-
titatively finding main pathways of fish larvae is partially solved in the
approach presented here. We do not need to fuse data for this analysis,
so the approach follows the lower row of the Data Fusion framework
(Figure 3.2) concentrating completely on trajectories. Paper B [THR+21]
was published containing the research presented in this section. The expla-
nations in this section are partly taken from Paper B [THR+21].

Figure 3.3. Contributions of Paper B [THR+21] in the optimization of connectivity
analysis.

The Mediterranean Sea is a high traffic sea that is nearly completely
enclosed. The population of fish is an economically important factor
and to keep it healthy it is crucial to protect the cradles of their larvae.
Some of these areas are protected from over-fishing as marine protected
areas. The fish, however, do not stay in their hatching area, but move
with the ocean currents until reaching adolescence. Where exactly these
movements are and how many baby fish wander along is unclear up until
now. Biologists catch fish larvae and count them in several places, but this
is a very expensive approach. Using simulated Lagrangian Particle Release
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3.2. Finding Hot Spots of Transitional Movement with a Transition
Network

experiments promises to be a much less expensive approach that can cover
much more space and give probable hints about the fish movement.

Problem Definition The goal is to identify regions where a high transi-
tion traffic of fishlarvae is prevalent.

Figure 3.3 shows the complexity of this connectivity analysis. The
Mediterranean Sea is comparatively small with water movement mostly
contained in this ocean basin. The connectivity research question focuses
solely on the spatial connectivity between regions that are manually de-
fined by coordinates. By aiming to find high traffic fish larvae migration
routes it focuses on local transition probabilities. The data are completely
available at the start of the analysis, so the method can assume batch
processing. Time information is disregarded in this analysis. The measure-
ments in the trajectories are not aggregated.

Transition Network from Trajectory Data

Figure 3.4. Transition network approach [THR+21]. Top: Schematic on how the
algorithm works. Bottom: Exemplary Results of the processing steps for one
seeding region. a) The data points of the original trajectory (pieces) are binned
into hexagonal cells h0 to h2. b) The nodes denote cells h0 to h2 in the transition
network. The edge weights are the sum of trajectories crossing between the cells. c)
The first-degree-neighbourhood filtered network is obtained as follows: For each
node, outgoing edges are kept if their weight is greater than the mean weight of
all of the node’s outgoing edges.
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3. Research Contributions

Figure 3.4 shows a schematic of the proposed method for extracting
a transition network from geo-referenced trajectory data (top row) and
exemplary results of the processing steps for one seeding region of the
fish larvae (bottom row). The trajectory data points are binned into hexag-
onal bins using Uber’s h3 framework [Bro18]. The transitions between
these hexagonal cells per trajectory are counted and filtered by the mean
transition frequency in the first-degree-neighbourhood of each cell. In the
corresponding results for the fish larvae migration patterns, areas with
a lot of cross over movement emerge clearly in the right most plot. The
light blue background of this plot indicates the original trajectories. As in
the probability density maps explained in Section 2.2, lighter colors mean
higher transition probabilities. The data set [RSR21] used in this analysis
can be found online1.

The method performs well in comparison to the trajectory clustering
algorithm TraClus [Jae07] and scales much better with increasing number
of trajectories. The results show clearly where the local transition activity
is high and indicates possible high-lavae-traffic areas.

For more details see Paper B.

Conclusion

We developed a fast approach that detects the regions where the most fish
larvae cross, i.e. transitions between h3-cells, compared to the transitions
in the local neighborhood. It helps to detect regions where in consequence
is a lot of crossing-over movement and where heavy fishing traffic might
need to be reduced. Compared to TraClus [Jae07] the presented approach
scales much better with the number of trajectories.

Furthermore, we introduced a new type of and resource for trajec-
tory data. Up to now, generally very small data sets with recorded map-
independent, “organic” movement are freely available. This kind of move-
ment is usually animal movement and as such very expensive to record.
We introduced simulated animal movement trajectories with an abundance
of data available. The data sets are huge and can be generated according
to the research question that triggered the analysis.

1All data used in this study are published in: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4644862
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3.2. Finding Hot Spots of Transitional Movement with a Transition
Network

The proposed analysis completely ignores depth information in the
trajectories. The h3-cells are designed for navigating cars that move –
obviously – only along the Earth’s surface. Depth could be segmented
below the h3 cells. It would make sense to do this in a data driven approach
depending on how much data is available in different depths. Fish larvae
stay in the first hundred meters of depth (euphotic zone) to be able to eat
and get some light. Cells created equidistantly below this, would always
be almost empty.

The transition network approach is a promising approach to get a
fast overview on areas with intense traffic in a particle trajectory data set.
Opposed to probability density maps, this approach focuses on actual
movement of the particles instead of their static positions. It is also aware
of the relative frequency of transitions and shows transitions that have a
high relative transition frequency between cells in this local area.
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3.3 Data Fusion for Detecting Dominant Spatial
Movement Patterns

We investigated hydrographic and spatial connectivity analysis on the
spread of newly formed water from the Labrador Sea to the Irminger
Sea in the subpolar North Atlantic (see Figure 2.1, right). This type of
connectivity analysis is not only concerned with the spatial pathways
of the particles, but also with the change in their hydrographic proper-
ties. This approach aims at solving the limitations of traditional analysis
methods and it follows the complete Data Fusion framework (Figure 3.2).
Paper C [TWH+22] was published containing the research presented in
this section. The explanations in this section are partly taken from Pa-
per C [TWH+22] (©2022 IEEE).

Figure 3.5. Contributions of Paper C [TWH+22] in the optimization of connectivity
analysis.

Understanding the connectivity between bodies of water is impor-
tant for understanding the changes in ocean dynamics that influence the
spreading pathways of nutrients and thus, marine ecosystems [TWH+22].
The spreading and formation of North Atlantic Deep Water and thus, the
connectivity between Labrador and Irminger Sea, are a part of the Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation. The cold Deep Water southward
flow is generally well documented, but the dynamics of formation and
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3.3. Data Fusion for Detecting Dominant Spatial Movement Patterns

subsequent spreading within the subpolar North Atlantic are not so well
understood. Since the 1980’s and up until now the spreading of the North
Atlantic Deep Water component within the subpolar North Atlantic was
subject to multiple observational [TCJ87; RFS+02; FSS07; FKO+18] and
modeling studies [SPL03; GYB+20]. However, there exists no standardized
manual or automated way to analyze these data. It is thus important to
find a reliable and interpretable way of objectifiying connectivity analysis
between ocean regions.

Problem Definition The goal is to analyze the connectivity in hydro-
graphic properties between two manually defined regions, the seeding
and target regions (e.g., Labrador Sea and Irminger Sea) in a quantitative
and objective way. Of particular interest for this connectivity analysis are
i) the amount of particles that started in the seeding regions and that reach
the target region, ii) where the particles have been right before entering
the target region, and iii) the major pathways and underway changes in
hydrographic properties of the particle trajectories.

Figure 3.5 shows the complexity of this connectivity analysis. The con-
nectivity analysis mostly focuses on the hydrographic properties and three
dimensional geo-coordinates (longitude, latitude and depth). The seeding
and target regions are given manually with ranges of geo-coordinates. The
underway landmarks are not defined and should be found in a data-driven
way. End-to-end connectivity is the main concern. Local transitions are only
relevant for transitions from and to seeding and target areas. The data are
completely available at the start of the analysis, so the method can assume
batch processing. The time span that is regarded encompasses 10 years.
The gridded data used to identify ocean regions are aggregated over the
whole time span. When analyzing the trajectories, temporal information is
disregarded.

Data Fusion for Connectivity Analysis between Ocean Re-
gions

This approach combines temporally aggregated gridded data with geo-
referenced trajectory data while disregarding their time stamps. The data
enhancement yields clusters that are found from gridded data that is
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averaged over 10 years. The trajectories are segmented by these clusters.
The data reduction then identifies the changing points between clusters
along the complete trajectories and derives a Markov Model [MTG09] with
the transition probabilities between these clusters. Figure 3.6 shows the
hydrographic clustering at 855 m depth and a resulting Markov Model
depicting the transition probabilities between the clusters.

Figure 3.6. Hydrographic water clusters (A-L) at 855 m depth and a Markov Model
showing the transition probabilities between the identified clusters and seeding
and target regions (S and T) [TWH+22]. Note that some of the clusters that were
identified across all depths (735-1655 m) are not depicted in this map in 855 m
depth.
© 2022 IEEE.

For more details see Paper C.

Conclusion

We introduced a Data Fusion framework that combines several well es-
tablished methods to objectify the connectivity analysis between ocean
regions in the subpolar North Atlantic. The single methods, e.g., clustering,
segmentation and Markov Models for transition statistics, were selected
to optimally fit to the constraints and assumptions underlying from the
Marine Science research question. This was done by carefully matching the
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data requirements for the methods, such as normally distributed features,
with the actual physically based assumptions on the research data.

This is a very important step towards automating connectivity analysis
that also regards hydrographic properties, however, there are some points
where further research is needed. The application in the domain still needs
to be integrated into a domain scientific concrete research question and
be compared to previous knowledge. This is important to validate the
method in the application domain. The connectivity between ocean regions
is highly influenced by local and temporal variability in the hydrographic
data. Thus, disregarding temporal aspects is very likely to miss changing
processes and thus distributions of water clusters. Approaches to integrate
time into this framework should be investigated.

Furthermore, the optimal number of clusters in the Data Enhancement
stage was obtained through an expert interview. An objective way to
decide on this should be found. This is no simple task as the clusters of
hydrographic properties are not well defined. They do not have distinct
borders. The clusters are regions in the hydrographic space that border
onto one another. They do not have space between them. The clustering
should help drawing the borders between them in an objective way. An
example of defining these regions manually can be seen in [LT21].

The approach presented here shows how it might be possible to custom
tailor an automated analytic approach by combining sensibly selected
established methods into a workflow that can be applied in various regions
for connectivity analysis, not only the subpolar North Atlantic.
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3.4 Integrating Temporal Aspects into Data Fu-
sion

We investigated integrating temporal aspects into the hydrographic and
spatial connectivity analysis on the differences in water formation pro-
cesses in the Labrador Sea (see Figure 2.1) in the years 1993-1997. We
extended the Data Fusion framework to mitigate two of its main concerns.
The temporal aspects have been completely disregarded in the analysis
and in the clustering in the Data Enhancement stage (Figure 3.2), and the
optimal number of clusters was obtained through an expert interview.
Manuscript D and Paper E [TTK+22] were written or published containing
the research presented in this section. The explanations in this section are
partly taken from manuscript D.

Figure 3.7. Contributions of Manuscript D and Paper E [TTK+22] in the optimiza-
tion of connectivity analysis.

Water formation processes in the Labrador Sea can vary between differ-
ent time periods. The superficial water in the subpolar North Atlantic cools
down and starts to sink into deeper layers of the ocean each winter. This
water formation process is called deep convection. The processes related to
deep convection can be stronger or weaker in more or less regular intervals.
Part of ongoing research is to understand how different intensities of deep
convection influence the spreading of newly formed water throughout the
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Atlantic Ocean. Physical Oceanographers found several main pathways of
this spreading, one of which is the spreading from the Labrador Sea to
the Irminger Sea (see Figure 2.1, right).

Problem Definition The goal is to include time-sensitive clustering into
the Data Fusion framework to integrate seasonal or inter-annual differences
in the strength of deep convection into the connectivity analysis. These
changes in deep convection and thus the changes in the positions of water
clusters affect the segmentation of particle trajectories in the Data Fusion
framework.

Figure 3.7 shows how incorporating time sensitivity and different
periods of time affects the complexity of the connectivity analysis. The
domain research still focuses on the hydrographic properties and three
dimensional geo-coordinates (longitude, latitude and depth). The seeding
region is given by ranges of geo-coordinates and hydrographic properties.
When tracking and analyzing the changing water clusters over time, the
focus lies on the local transitions between them. The data is completely
available at the start of the analysis, so the method can assume batch
processing. The time period that is regarded encompasses 5 years with a
clear change in the physical process that is observed.

Spatio-Temporal Data Fusion

Figure 3.8 shows the extension of the Data Fusion framework to being
time-sensitive by incorporating several gridded time slices t0 ´ tn as input
for the cluster analysis. The time slices are either averaged over all quarters
(January-March, etc.) of all observed years (quarter-yearly) or for each year
separately (quarterly). The clustering (and later the trajectory segmentation)
is done in the hydrographic space using all data points in all time slices.

The special case of marine hydrographic data significantly simplifies
the tasks of spatio-temporal clustering and segmentation. Due to the spatial
relative unambiguousness of hydrographic properties in the subpolar
North Atlantic and the temporal averaging according to relevant time
spans, the spatio-temporal information does not need to be explicitely
included in the clustering and segmentation process. Both clustering and
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Figure 3.8. Extension of the Data Fusion framework shown in Figure 3.2 to accom-
modate temporal information in the clustering step.

segmentation can be done in the hydrographic space without loosing any
information on the evolution of the clusters over time or their position.

For more details see Paper D.

Deciding on the Optimal Number of Clusters

The optimal number of clusters is obtained by analyzing clustering perfor-
mance measures for the clustering results on the different time slices. We
selected the Davies-Bouldin Score [DB79] and the Calinski-Harabasz Index
[CH74] as performance measures. Figure 3.9 shows how this approach
yields a helpful overview on the different hydrographic structures in the
different time periods (green, red and blue) that were analyzed. The black
lines indicate a good pick for the optimal number of clusters based on
these plots. The lower line at twelve clusters is the same number that was
picked through an expert interview [TWH+22].

For more details see Paper D.
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Figure 3.9. Comparison of measures for cluster separation for two clustering
algorithms on data subsets of different size and different temporal aggregation.
The y-axis indicates the respective scores of the measures in the title of the plots.
The dotted black lines indicate the span of numbers of clusters that is suggested
by the measures. The black lines indicate a good number of clusters for Gaussian
Mixture models.

Cluster Tracking over Different Data Sets

To be able to compare the results of the clustering across data sets, the
cluster labels need to be mapped, so that cluster A representing certain
hydrographic properties is called cluster A in all data sets. This is no trivial
task. The most straight forward way is to compare all entries in one cluster
in data set A with the entries in all clusters in data set B [KMB05]. This
is computatively very costly and we explored several ways of optimiz-
ing mapping clusters over time steps (Paper E [TTK+22] (© 2022 IEEE)).
To analyze the proposed extension to the Data Fusion framework, we
used pairwise cluster comparison [KMB05] implemented by [TTK+22] for
mapping the clusters across the different input data sets.

For more details on optimizing the cluster mapping see Paper E.

Conclusion

Extending the Data Fusion framework to being time-sensitive by changing
the way of averaging the input for clustering is another step towards a fully
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automated framework for analyzing spatial and temporal connectivity in
the ocean. It generates, however, the problem of matching the clusters
found on different data sets. We could develop algorithms that do this in
an efficient way. As a side effect, the time-sensitive clustering approach
yields guiding information for deciding on the optimal number of clusters
for the ocean region of interest in a purely data-driven way.

Integrating time into the Data Fusion framework is more complex than
only changing the input data. We identified three ways for integrating
temporal aspects into the Data Fusion framework: i) clustering on time
slices instead of data averaged for the whole period of interest (Inner time),
ii) comparing the Transition Markov Models for two different periods of
time (Outer time), and iii) integrating traveling durations of particles, i.e.
integrating how long particles stay in one cluster before moving on to
the next (Transition time). Integrating the inner time into the framework
serves best to analyze the influence of the changing intensity of deep
convection between different time periods, which is why we focused on
this in our approach. The other ways of integrating temporal aspects still
need investigation. For this, a deeper understanding of the mechanics from
clustering to segmenting the trajectories and then statistically aggregating
the Markov Models has to be established, especially regarding the time-
sensitive clustering that has been introduced in this section. Clustering
over several time slices adds the number of gridded data points per time
slice to the data set. Depending on the number of time slices, the data
for clustering gets very large. More optimized clustering approaches for
this type of data should be investigated. For example, if the hydrographic
properties in a certain region stays the same between two time slices, it
should be examined whether it is sensible not to add these data to the
clustering data set.

The findings from this time-sensitive approach need to be integrated
in ongoing domain research on the variability of deep convection in the
subpolar North Atlantic. While the single clustering results catch the
dynamics of the hydrographic structures, the statistics on how many
particles move between the clusters and between seeding and target region
need still to be evaluated and contextualized.

The temporal extension of the Data Fusion framework by changing the
way of averaging the input for clustering is a highly effective and elegant
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approach that gives additionally deeper insights into the hydrographic
structure of the region of interest.
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3.5 Marine Data Science: Combining Data Sci-
ence and Marine Sciences

We investigated theoretically and hands-on how to best combine Data
Science and the Marine Sciences into a new field, Marine Data Science. In
addition to working in this interface between Data Science and Physical
Oceanography for the time of this work, we conducted an expert workshop
discussing the possibilities of Marine Data Science. In a consortium of
four Professors, four PostDocs and three PhD students from both paternal
sciences we identified opportunities and challenges for combining Data Sci-
ence with the Marine Sciences. Figure 3.10 shows elements of Marine Data
Science that were identified by this consortium and published in Paper A.
The explanations in this section are partly taken from Paper A [VTA+21].

Figure 3.10. Elements of Marine Data Science (MDS) [VTA+21]. The object of MDS
research is marine data (1). Knowledge involved in MDS bases on the parental
sciences, Marine and Data Sciences (2). Key methods of MDS are collected in the
Marine Data Scientist’s Toolbox (3). This includes the Marine Data Mining Pipeline
as well as Computer and Interface Scientist Skills.

In the expert consortium, we mapped out the relevant knowledge and
skills in order to be a successful scientist in Marine Data Science. We
identified possible pitfalls and designed a concept for a training program
combining the two disciplines.
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We identified these elements of Marine Data Science (Figure 3.10):
1) Marine Data, 2) Knowledge from both Data Science and the Marine
Sciences, 3) Specific skills that are needed to be able to work in this
interface science, the Marine Data Scientist’s Toolbox.

Marine Data Marine data form the base of Marine Data Science research.
Since Marine Sciences include the full range of natural sciences, Marine
Data Scientists deal with data that originate from small-scale experiments
to globally operating autonomous instruments, satellites, and ocean model
outputs. In consequence, their origin, format, scope and characteristics
are diverse. It is crucial for Marine Data Scientists to understand the
background of these data.

Knowledge from the Marine Sciences and Data Science It is neither
possible nor necessary for any individual Marine Data Scientist to have a
deep understanding of all Marine Sciences. As in any field, it is possible to
understand the big questions and the areas of possible breakthrough that
big data can mediate. Marine Data Scientists strive to attain a meta-level
understanding of marine processes, and a focused deeper knowledge of
the specific research theme they work on. They know the state-of-the-art
analytical tools. The tool’s strengths, weaknesses and limitations influence
the framing of Marine Data Science research questions.

As is the case for Marine Sciences, Data Science is also not a research
discipline on its own. It encompasses fields such as statistics, probability
theory or machine learning from traditional disciplines such as math-
ematics and computer science. Handling and processing data involves
established computer science methods. These include standard algorithms
(searching and sorting, usage and manipulation of graphs, etc.) and data
structures. Marine Data Scientists have to understand their functionalities
in order to use these tools effectively and efficiently. This also applies to
data management concepts. While every domain-specific database system
has its own characteristics, basic concepts such as primary and secondary
keys, queries, etc. must be known and understood. Finally, it is crucial to
transform data into information, and ultimately into knowledge. Specifi-
cally in Marine Data Science, advanced machine learning and data mining
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methods that are designed for complex-structured data are required. Such
data include high-dimensional data, sequence data, time series data, data
streams, graph data as well as spatial and spatio-temporal data and un-
structured data such as text. Awareness of the capabilities and limitations
of these techniques is crucial.

The Marine Data Scientist’s Toolbox To facilitate knowledge discovery,
Marine Data Scientists work along a data mining pipeline. This includes
selection, preprocessing and transformation of the data for feature selection
for the machine learning and pattern mining algorithms. It is important
to emphasize that data put into this pipeline’s preprocessing step have
already been processed, cleaned and maybe even imputed by Marine
Scientists in their own data preprocessing routines. At the end of the
marine data mining pipeline stands a meaningful evaluation of model
performance utilizing expressive visualization. To facilitate the steps of
the marine data mining pipeline, Marine Data Scientists apply classical
programming skills such as handling databases and UNIX platforms as
well as different programming languages.

Marine Data Scientists are scientists working across disciplines with
different conceptual approaches, academic cultures and disciplinary lan-
guages. Hence, they must develop personal and communication skills
to allow them to contribute to a joint understanding of scientific ques-
tions and research design. In-depth bilateral scientific exchange between
Marine and Data Scientists for co-definition of research questions and
expected outcomes is the first step of any Marine Data Science project. At
a personal level, Marine Data Scientists are continually operating beyond
their comfort zone – they interact as non-experts in new fields. They must
navigate among their collaborators and communicate their expertise at
conferences and meetings with domain scientists. This requires confidence,
questioning the input they receive and having an entrepreneurial mindset
that shows resilience, determination, and an enthusiasm for multitasking.

For more details see Paper A.
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Conclusion and Outlook

For the world is changing:
I feel it in the water, I feel it in the earth, and I smell it in the air.

— J.R.R. Tolkien, The Return of the King - 1955

This thesis contributes to automating and objectifying connectivity
analysis between ocean regions with simulated Lagrangian Particle Release
Experiments. We developed and applied a Data Fusion approach that
integrates deep knowledge and understanding of the research inside Data
and Computer Science with the peculiarities of the Marine Science research.
We applied the approach to physical oceanographic connectivity analyses
of different complexities.

We first worked to understand the Marine problems fully, to then
set sensible constraints for the problem definition in Data Science. We
carefully weighed strengths and weaknesses of various different methods
from Data Science against the marine problems’ assumptions to select the
methods that promised to fit and solve the problems best. The approach
for tracing Mediterranean fish larvae combined transition probability net-
works stemming from Data Science with Lagrangian fish larvae particles.
When finding main pathways in the subpolar North Atlantic, several well
established methods from Data Science were applied in this very Physical
Oceanography specific field: hydrographic property clustering, trajectory
segmentation, data compression and Markov Models. We showed that it
is possible to depict the connectivity between ocean regions with Markov
Model networks. Integrating temporal aspects into the Data Fusion frame-
work was possible because we used the specific hydrographic properties
in the subpolar North Atlantic to circumvent the problem of temporal
clustering for geo-referenced time series via the input data.
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All of the above are examples of where the combination of Data Science
and Marine Science led to innovative new solutions for long existing
problems in the Marine Sciences. Data Science benefits as well from these
new fields of application with data sets that have profoundly different and
more variable properties than the data sets that have been freely available
so far. As soon as the established methods meet their limits, new methods
that tackle exactly the problems arising from these very large data sets
will need to be developed.

The following are the next steps in further enhancing the Data Fu-
sion framework and could inspire further development of Data Science
methods. We focused entirely on batch processing of the gridded and
trajectory data in this thesis. However, e.g., Argo floats supply a stream
of new trajectory bits every ten days. Thus, the Data Fusion framework
should be extended to accommodate online data. The segmentation of
the trajectories by previously found clusters was done with of-the-shelf
classification algorithms that are not tailored to work with time series
data. For our approach, these methods were sufficient as we averaged over
certain time periods and within these periods we had a stable clustering
structure. The clustering of hydrographic data still poses many challenges.
The varying variance of the values between the surface and greater depths
(> 1000 m) pose a problem that is not yet solved. To circumvent this
problem, we used data from between 700 and 1700 m depth where the
variances are not too big for the clustering algorithms available.

Another important step is integrating and contextualizing the results
back into the marine community, e.g., by publishing in Marine Science
journals in addition to Computer Science conferences. When applying
Data Science methods, it is essential to know the inner workings of the
algorithms and have a deep and thorough understanding on how to pro-
foundly evaluate and validate the outcomes of machine learning models,
especially their results and predictions. This stretches from the statistical
knowledge on how the data are selected and normalized to match the
prerequisites and up-front assumptions of the algorithms that are used,
to a knowledgeable evaluation of the "predictive power" of algorithms
trained on a certain set of data and then tested on another.

When developing or choosing algorithms in an interdisciplinary con-
text, it is not only important to choose algorithms that are fast and data-
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efficient. The exact domain specific research questions need to be kept in
mind as well. It would do little good to find a result with an algorithm that
does not specifically answer the exact research question, but only some
approximate of it. Furthermore, the selection needs to come up with a
trustworthy model.

Trustworthiness encompasses the explainability of results, the intu-
itively, i.e. physical, interpretability of all parts of the algorithm, and the
ability to compare the results with previously attained knowledge. During
this work, we found that each of these three components is fundamental
for results stemming from a machine learning driven method being ac-
cepted in the domain community. Explainability of the results is needed to
communicate data driven findings to the domain community. The results
might not be accepted as holding value to the community when perfor-
mance measures are used that are solely based on the underlying data
structure without an intuitive link to the domain research question. For
building trust in the methods, easy interpretability of each of the building
blocks of the final algorithms as “making sense” and “doing something
sensible” is the most important part for furthering application of the algo-
rithm in the community. Finally, being able to compare previous finding
fast and without having to transform them into complex data structures
that fit the outcome of the new algorithm helps building confidence in
future findings derived from the algorithm.

In this thesis we shone a light on the opportunities and innovation that
arise when combining Data Science and Marine Science. We successfully
solved automating and objectifiying different aspects of connectivity anal-
ysis in Physical Oceanography and presented the methods and results
in the Marine Science community. At the same time we published the
methods in the Data Science community. This shows that the combination
of Data Science and Marine Science is a - albeit sometimes frustrating -
very prolific endeavor.
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Earth System Sciences have been generating increasingly larger amounts of

heterogeneous data in recent years. We identify the need to combine Earth System

Sciences with Data Sciences, and give our perspective on how this could be

accomplished within the sub-field of Marine Sciences. Marine data hold abundant

information and insights that Data Science techniques can reveal. There is high demand

and potential to combine skills and knowledge from Marine and Data Sciences to

best take advantage of the vast amount of marine data. This can be accomplished by

establishing Marine Data Science as a new research discipline. Marine Data Science is an

interface science that applies Data Science tools to extract information, knowledge, and

insights from the exponentially increasing body of marine data. Marine Data Scientists

need to be trained Data Scientists with a broad basic understanding of Marine Sciences

and expertise in knowledge transfer. Marine Data Science doctoral researchers need

targeted training for these specific skills, a crucial component of which is co-supervision

from both parental sciences. They also might face challenges of scientific recognition

and lack of an established academic career path. In this paper, we, Marine and Data

Scientists at different stages of their academic career, present perspectives to define

Marine Data Science as a distinct discipline. We draw on experiences of a Doctoral

Research School, MarDATA, dedicated to training a cohort of early career Marine Data

Scientists. We characterize the methods of Marine Data Science as a toolbox including

skills from their two parental sciences. All of these aim to analyze and interpret marine

data, which build the foundation of Marine Data Science.

Keywords: Marine Data Science, interface science, emerging science, Ph.D training, Data Science, Marine

Sciences, Earth System Sciences

MOTIVATION

Earth System Sciences have seen enormous technological progress within the past decades,
generating huge data sets from various sources. Increasingly, applications of big data are being
used to generate policy advice, monitor regulations, and test potential mitigation measures. Using
science to guide decision making requires transparent analyses and impartial communication.
Uncertainties and limitations of scientific output must be clear to public, policy makers, and
the media.
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At the same time, Data Scientists apply, redesign, and develop
new methods in statistics, data mining, and machine learning.
These methods can be established to tackle specific challenges
of research questions in Earth System Sciences. They have to
prove their usefulness in applications to data stemming from this
area of research, as it is often unknown whether the assumptions
that regulate Data Science methods are met by real data from
other disciplines. Therefore, combining unique non-conforming
data sets not typically used together, with relevant research
questions, provides a scientific benefit. Such research also serves
to improve the development of data and computer science
methods themselves.

We argue that it is time to integrate the fields of Earth System
Sciences and Data Science. Data Science should be established
as a fourth paradigm (Hey et al., 2009) in Earth System Sciences
beyond observations, theory and modeling, requiring its own
experts and specialists. We will present Marine Sciences as an
example for Earth System Sciences since these are the areas of
expertise of our consortium. We call this emerging interface
field Marine Data Science (MDS) and the scientists within this
field Marine Data Scientists (MDSc). To define this field and
identify its needs, we conducted a workshop with eight principal
investigators from both Marine and Data Sciences, and 14
doctoral candidates conducting research within MDS projects.
This expert team was formed by members of a graduate school
(MarDATA), which aims to educate early career MDSc and shall
serve as an example of how such a pathway can be implemented.

Marine Data Science as an Emerging Field
Marine Sciences have been generating huge amounts of
heterogeneous data stemming from, for example, experiments,
observations, and model results including high frequency data
streams (Williams et al., 2016; Mayer et al., 2018; Tanhua et al.,
2019). Major advances in automated and remote observation
capacity and the simultaneous collection of increasingly diverse
data challenge conventional data handling methods. As more
of the ocean is measured and mapped, and modeling increases
in complexity, the need for innovative tools and methods will
increase. Marine Scientists must extract scientific information
from sparse data through smart analyses. However, Marine
Scientists have little or no formal training in Data Science
methods such as machine learning approaches. Data Scientists,
similarly, lack formal knowledge of Marine Sciences. By merging
disciplinary expertise in Marine Data Science, both groups of
scientists can harness mutual advantages and provide maximal
insights from complex data.

The integration of Data and Marine Sciences already takes
place for numerous scientific applications but mostly in an ad-
hoc manner (with the exception the established research field of
bioinformatics). Successful approaches have been implemented
originating in Marine Sciences (Malde et al., 2020; Sonnewald
et al., 2020), as well as Data Science (Faghmous et al., 2015;
Adibi et al., 2020). These approaches highlight the potential
in combining the knowledge and power of these two scientific
fields. They need to be differentiated from efforts like pangeo.io1

1https://pangeo.io/

FIGURE 1 | Elements of Marine Data Science. The object of MDS research is

marine data (1). Knowledge involved in MDS bases on the parental sciences,

Marine and Data Sciences (2). Key methods of MDS are collected in the

Marine Data Scientist’s Toolbox (3). This includes the Marine Data Mining

Pipeline as well as Computer and Interface Scientist Skills.

or Pangaea2. Pangeo focuses on making computer science
technology (not necessarily Data Science methods) available to
natural scientists. Pangaea focuses on offering a platform for
publishing research data.

These examples show that establishing Marine Data Science
can be approached from two perspectives: from a specialized
field in Marine Sciences with an expansion toward Data Science
methodologies, or fromData Science with a specialization toward
the Marine Sciences.

In both cases new Data Science methods have the potential
to generate added value to marine research, for example in
ocean models by aiding the scientific interpretation of 4D model
data. They help in improving the workflow and analysis of large
volumes of model data. Also, they may help formulate and
construct parameterizations of unresolved and underrepresented
marine processes.

Even though we find the first way of establishing Marine
Data Science important to expand the education of Marine
Scientists into this new methodological field, the latter approach
was themotivation for the establishment of the Helmholtz School
for Marine Data Science (MarDATA)3. We view MarDATA as
an example for strategic fusion of both methodologies and an
application of Data Science methods in Marine Sciences.

In this paper, we present a template to establish a profile for
Marine Data Scientists that offers structured training and career
perspectives for researchers entering the field. In the following
sections, we expand on the MDS components in Figure 1, which
is followed by a concept on how to train MDSc. We provide
an overview and discussion that can help both in designing
and conducting MDS research, and guiding the research profile
of early career researchers. This shall serve as an example
of integrating Earth System Sciences and Data Science while
focusing on the specific needs of Marine Sciences.

2https://www.pangaea.de/
3MarDATA: https://www.mardata.de/
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1. MARINE DATA

Marine data form the base of MDS research. Since Marine
Sciences include the full range of natural sciences, MDSc
deal with data that originate from small-scale experiments
to globally operating autonomous instruments, satellites, and
ocean model outputs. In consequence, their origin, format,
scope, and characteristics are diverse. It is crucial for MDSc to
understand the background of these data. This includes gathering
knowledge about the method of data collection and learning
about the suitability of the data for answering specific research
questions. Interestingly, Marine and Data Scientists may apply
different criteria to evaluate the usefulness of data. Marine
Scientists are concerned with the ability of their data to resolve
particular processes, while Data Scientists put more emphasis on
completeness, consistency, and uncertainties in the data. Both
the structural organization and content of data sets are vital for
analyses to reach their full potential.

Accessing data from various sources, MDSc face the
challenge of combining highly heterogeneous data. This
heterogeneity can affect the following areas: Sources, Data
Formats and Data Structures, Origin, Processing Levels, Spatial
and Temporal Resolution.

Heterogeneity of Sources, Data Formats and Data Structures
arises in the absence of a single, consistent, standardized, global,
and generic infrastructure for marine data. Data acquisition,
processing, and accessibility depends on national efforts, and
repositories are often uncoordinated. Few ongoing efforts exist
that coordinate and streamline data repositories, formats, and
accessibility (e.g., Ocean Observatories4, GOOSMoltmann et al.,
2019, OOI Schofield et al., 2010, 2013 based on cyberstructure
from Farcas et al. (2011)).

Heterogeneity of Origin distinguishes marine data by the
disciplinary expertise who generated them. We identified three
categories, that are not mutually exclusive:

1. Observational Data are collected and preprocessed by
researchers. The researchers hold expertise in measurement
devices and protocols, instrument calibration, data cleaning,
and quality control. The data sources might be ship based
measurements, moorings, gliders, autonomous underwater
vehicles, drifters and floats, sea-floor optic cables, or
laboratory measurements.

2. Highly Processed Data Products are extrapolated and
interpolated in space and time, such as the objectively analyzed
data of the World Ocean Atlas [WOA, (e.g,. Garcia et al.,
2013; Locarnini et al., 2019)]. Remote sensing measurements
can be combined with field observations. Algorithms, models
and neural networks derive estimates of ocean properties,
which can utilize and expand field observations.

3. Synthetic data from Simulations and Models are generated
from models that are imperfect representations of the real
world. They cover temporal and spatial scales beyond the
observational data (e.g., Matthes et al., 2020) and include,
for example, future climate projections (e.g., Eyring et al.,

4https://oceanobservatories.org/

2016). Unlike data (1) and (2), simulation output data
are usually available on a unique grid depending on the
specific model simulation. Climate models, for example,
typically provide a four-dimensional space-time grid. Thus,
a comparison of model output and measurements always
involves interpolation or data aggregation.

Heterogeneity of processing levels is concerned with the implicit
uncertainty of the data in the specific level, depending
on individual processing steps, as well as their underlying
assumptions. The levels span raw measurements (level 0),
quality-controlled data sets (level 1), derived data and data-
model synthesis products (level 2 and higher) to synthetic data
from simulations. Although the explicit assignment of processing
levels has become common practice in Marine Science, the
levels may be defined differently by scientists from different
research perspectives.

Heterogeneity of spatial and temporal resolution is a common
feature in ocean observations. Most field data describe properties
of the upper ocean’s pelagic layers (upper 500 m), where
substantial variability can occur on much shorter time scales
than changes in the deep ocean. Global oceanographic data from
greater depth remain more scarce. Some ocean regions are still
hardly covered at all, such as the southeastern Indian Ocean or
the ice-covered polar oceans. Thus, observational data from great
depths and from remote ocean regions are highly valuable and
these data ought to be well-prepared and made accessible.

Marine data typically reflect multiple dynamical processes
that are interconnected or simply overlap, while spanning a
wide range of scales (Dickey, 2001). These scales can often
not be regarded in isolation. Figure 2 shows the continuum
of features and processes changing in time and space in the
marine environment. Failing to account for heterogeneity in the
spatio-temporal resolution of data may lead to misinterpretation
of results. It might even mask processes of interest, potentially
mistaking a relevant signal for noise.

2. KNOWLEDGE FROM MARINE AND DATA
SCIENCES

Having noted the challenges that arise from the heterogeneity of
marine data, we now describe the core aspects ofMarine andData
Sciences that join to form MDS.

2.1. Marine Sciences
An understanding of the ocean requires comprehension of
its physical, chemical, biological, and geological processes as
well as their interconnection with society. The methods and
conceptual approaches of these disciplines differ substantially.
They are based on mathematical, physical, biological, geological,
or societal system understanding. They range from theoretical
approaches, lab-based experiments and in situ measurements to
global models. Consequently, specific toolboxes (methods and
software) and the conceptual framework used depend strongly
on the research question and the data type.

It is neither possible nor necessary for any individual MDSc
to have a deep understanding of all Marine Sciences. As in
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FIGURE 2 | Processes and features that generate variability in the ocean on various temporal and spatial scales. The sketch has been refined and redrawn, inspired

by an illustration by Dickey (2001).

any field, it is possible to understand the big questions and the
areas of possible breakthrough that big data can mediate. MDSc
strive to attain a meta-level understanding of marine processes,
and a focused deeper knowledge of the specific research theme
they work on. They know the state-of-the-art analytical tools.
The tool’s strengths, weaknesses, and limitations influence the
framing of MDS research questions.

At all scales, ocean models help to test hypotheses and
simulate projections. These simulations solve systems of
differential equations, using techniques from advanced
numerics, parallelization, and high performance computing.
Model calibration is usually a high-dimensional nonlinear
optimization problem, which requires observational data as
constraints. Model parameterizations, for example of ocean
mixing or biogeochemical processes, are imperfect and data
assimilation methods are one option to provide improved
model solutions. Typically, model optimizations require a high
number of simulations, increasing the computational power
requirement. Model calibration and validation is difficult because
of the sparseness and uncertainty of observational data.

Increasingly, Marine Sciences address global challenges such
as climate change, biodiversity loss, and the sustainable use of
natural resources. Scientific advances, often enabled by data-
driven insights, provide the knowledge base for policy and
societal action. Examples are the predictions of climate change
given by earth system models (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2018),
and the development of a digital twin for the ocean that can
assess solution options to marine problems (Voosen, 2020).
MDSc find themselves at the forefront of this research. They are
challenged not just by the research complexity, but by the need to
communicate its socioeconomic and ethical implications.

2.2. Data Science
As is the case for Marine Sciences, Data Science is also
not a research discipline on its own. It encompasses fields
such as statistics, probability theory, or machine learning
from traditional disciplines such as mathematics and
computer science.

Handling and processing data involves established computer
science methods. These include standard algorithms (searching
and sorting, usage and manipulation of graphs, etc.) and data
structures. MDSc have to understand their functionalities in
order to use these tools effectively and efficiently. This also applies
to data management concepts. While every domain-specific
database system has its own characteristics, basic concepts such
as primary and secondary keys, queries, etc. must be known
and understood.

Core definitions and theorems of pure mathematics are
required in essentially all fields of Data Science. A strong
background in these topics forms the foundation necessary to
utilize and further develop Data Science tools. Calculations on
data points are basically fundamental operations on elements of
fields or vector spaces. Their foundations lie in puremathematics,
algebra, and analysis. Utilizing data for finding, for example, a
best procedure, requires methods from optimization or optimal
control theory. Implementing these concepts into computer
programs is part of numerics. Knowledge about convergence,
consistency and stability of such algorithms is important to
judge their suitability to address a problem as well as to
judge the reliability of the result. Application of statistical
methods incorporates results from probability theory, hence
understanding of basic stochastic calculus is essential to choose
the correct statistical method and understand its outcome.
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Ordinary and partial differential equations are essential to assess
the existence and uniqueness of solutions of numerical models.

Finally, it is crucial to transform data into information,
and ultimately into knowledge. Specifically in MDS, advanced
machine learning and data mining methods that are designed
for complex-structured data are required. Such data include
high-dimensional data, sequence data, time series data, data
streams, graph data as well as spatial and spatio-temporal data
and unstructured data such as text. Awareness of the capabilities
and limitations of these techniques is crucial.

3. THE MARINE DATA SCIENTIST’S
TOOLBOX

We next discuss the skills that guide MDSc to successfully take
on their research challenges (see Figure 1). We emphasize that
substantial discussion with Marine Scientists about the expected
scientific achievements is essential at the start of any MDS
project. Only after this exchange can the choice of the specific
tool be made.

3.1. Marine Data Mining Pipeline
To facilitate knowledge discovery, MDSc work along a data
mining pipeline. This includes selection, preprocessing, and
transformation of the data for feature selection for the machine
learning and pattern mining algorithms. It is important to
emphasize that data put into this pipeline’s preprocessing step
have already been processed, cleaned and maybe even imputed
by Marine Scientists in their own data preprocessing routines.
At the end of the marine data mining pipeline stands a
meaningful evaluation of model performance utilizing expressive
visualization. Along this pipeline, MDSc have to cope with
data sparsity, problems of overfitting, treatment of outliers and
noise, and sorting and weighting data according to quality and
uncertainty. Due to this complexity, knowledge discovery is
tackled by an iterative process with multiple loops over the
pipeline steps. In the following we will focus on aspects of this
data mining pipeline applicable to MDS.

During data selection, MDSc must keep in mind the scientific
question, differences in processing levels and uncertainties
between data types. Close collaboration with Marine Scientists
is crucial in this step. This includes consideration of boundary
conditions and an assessment of the plausibility of a solution,
which distinguishes this approach from blind data mining.

In the preprocessing step the data is integrated, completed, and
made consistent. MDSc consider the origin, temporal and spatial
coverage, available metadata, and preprocessing performed on
the data. When handed to MDSc, marine data is usually already
preprocessed to a higher data level (see section 1).

The next step is transformation of the data into a format
for machine learning and data mining. This includes feature
selection, feature transformation, and dimensionality reduction.
Gaussianity can facilitate some analyses and may even be a
prerequisite. It can be met for e.g., by applying Gaussian
anamorphosis for improved state estimations (Amezcua and
Leeuwen, 2014) or logarithmic transformations. Data that
exhibit non-Gaussian characteristics might be transformed by

other parametric or non-parametric statistical measures (e.g.,
Tsybakov, 2009).

At the heart of Data Science are knowledge discovery methods
such as machine learning and pattern mining. Their application
presumes familiarity with the range of the spatio-temporal scales
of the data and the processes involved (see sections 1 and 2).
When working with complex, multi-source data, MDSc adapt
methods of data mining to account for uncertainties in the data
(Liu et al., 2016).

The evaluation of the results involves experts from Marine
and Data Sciences. Techniques such as explainable artificial
intelligence might be more useful than black-box solutions.
They facilitate communication of the results and their origins
to non-Data Scientists. Although blind data mining might
expose unknown and unexpected interdependencies, it requires
close collaboration (see section 3.3) to assess whether identified
patterns are useful. Once the quality of the results is assessed,
the pipeline can be backtracked to repeat steps, applying
alternative approaches.

Visualization communicates the message extracted from the
data. Descriptive statistics support visualization by removing
noise, and summarizing core features. Graphic and dynamic
visualization are utilized to communicate results to (Marine
Science) colleagues. Innovative ways of presenting or animating
data contribute significantly to dissemination of results.

3.2. Computer Science and Programming
Skills
To facilitate the steps of the marine data mining pipeline, MDSc
apply classical programming skills such as handling databases
and UNIX platforms as well as different programming languages.

Database systems build the foundation to access and store
marine data in a standardized and well-defined format. MDSc
know how to work with relational as well as other database
designs, such as NoSQL solutions. MDSc run and parallelize
analyses on diverse systems, such as High-performance
architectures with numerous CPUs or GPUs and associated
storage systems.

Programming languages are essential for performing
computer-supported calculations and analyses. Currently, huge
marine models are often written in classical programming
languages like C, C++, and Fortran5. Statistical analyses and
data visualization in Marine Sciences are often performed in R6,
MATLAB7, and programs such as Excel8 out of convenience. For
the data mining pipeline e.g., Python9 is a helpful choice.

To ensure transferability, reproducibility and sustainability
of the developed scripts and software they need to be created

5Fortran https://fortran-lang.org/ (accessed January 10, 2021).
6R Core Team (2020). R: A Language and Environment for Statistical Computing. R

Foundation for Statistical Computing Vienna. Available online at: https://www.R-

project.org/ (accessed January 10, 2021).
7MATLAB (2010). version 7.10.0 (R2010a). Natick, MA: The MathWorks Inc.

Available online at: https://de.mathworks.com/ (accessed April 25, 2021).
8Microsoft Excel https://www.microsoft.com/de-de/microsoft-365/excel

(accessed January 10, 2021).
9Python Software Foundation. Python Language Reference, version 3.9. https://

www.python.org/ (accessed January 10, 2021).
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using standard routines such as version control (e.g., git10) and
modularity as well as good documentation. Hence MDSc need to
apply best practices of software engineering.

3.3. Interface Scientists Skills
MDSc are scientists working across disciplines with
different conceptual approaches, academic cultures, and
disciplinary languages. Hence, they must develop personal
and communication skills to allow them to contribute to a
joint understanding of scientific questions and research design.
In-depth bilateral scientific exchange between Marine and Data
Scientists for co-definition of research questions and expected
outcomes is the first step of any MDS project. A succinct
guide to how such a collaboration could be established and
nurtured is given by Ebert-Uphoff and Deng (2017). They
suggest that rather than Data Scientists and Marine Scientists
trying to gain proficiency in the field of the other, active and
persistent collaboration is the way to join expertise. Defining the
problem, approach and expectation of the scientific outcome
will lead to the selection and application of appropriate data
methods. Together with the interpretation of results these are a
joint responsibility and must be iterated throughout the entire
research process.

Interface skills for MDSc include grasping the conceptual
approach and specific terminology of the marine problem
while avoiding excessive detail. An innate, curiosity driven
motivation, that enables research to be fun, stimulates lateral
and innovative thinking and an openness for serendipity
help greatly in this process. At a personal level, MDSc are
continually operating beyond their comfort zone—they interact
as non-experts in new fields. They must navigate among their
collaborators and communicate their expertise at conferences
and meetings with domain scientists. This requires confidence,
questioning the input they receive and having an entrepreneurial
mindset that shows resilience, determination, and an enthusiasm
for multitasking.

In communication of results to stakeholders and
decision makers, MDSc need to address and clarify
uncertainties and limitations of their scientific output. This
is fundamental to contributing MDS input to policy making and
public understanding.

4. HOW TO TRAIN A MARINE DATA
SCIENTIST

By defining MDS as a new research field with characteristic
methods, workflows and required skills, we see the need for
targeted education of early career scientists. This is motivated by
Marine Data Science as an example of how Data Science could be
fused with all fields of Earth System Sciences into a new interface
discipline. We present here our experiences in developing and
implementing targeted training for doctoral researchers in MDS
within a dedicated graduate school of the Helmholtz Association.

10Software Freedom Conservancy. Git. https://git-scm.com/ (accessed January 10,

2021).

This can serve as an example of how data and earth sciences can
be bridged to form a new interface discipline.

The Helmholtz School for Marine Data Science
(MarDATA)11, established in 2019, aims at training doctoral
candidates (the German equivalent of a Ph.D) in MDS. It is
a cooperation of GEOMAR - Helmholtz Centre for Ocean
Research Kiel and the Alfred Wegener Institute (AWI)
Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research with partner
Universities in Kiel and Bremen, and was initiated by the
Helmholtz Association to prepare the next generation of
scientists for a data-heavy future. Conducting MDS requires
highly specialized Data Science methods, thus we chose doctoral
candidates with aMasters degree in Data Sciences. Their doctoral
training is conceived to provide a Marine Sciences background
as well as targeted in-depth training in information and Data
Sciences. They also receive training to sharpen transferable skills
that enhance their research output. Their research projects range
from the improvement of autonomous underwater navigation
over pattern recognition in large data sets to the development
of new tools for data analysis. Most of the doctoral researchers
aim at a degree in Data Science that could lead to a post-doctoral
career inside Earth System Sciences (not necessarily restricted
to Marine Sciences), and also prepares them for a career
outside academia.

The core of MarDATA is the joint definition of research
questions by professors and senior scientists from both Marine
and Data Sciences. Regular meetings between the doctoral
candidates and both their supervisors (one each from the
Marine and Data Science disciplines) have proven to be the
most effective. They are essential for a joint understanding of
the research question and monitoring research progress. All
participants share responsibility for exchange of disciplinary
understanding and maintaining useful dialogue. It quickly
became apparent, however, that doctoral candidates cannot be
the only “glue” between their supervisors.

MarDATA supports scientific exchange by offering joint
events, such as datathons12, hacky hours13, and other networking
opportunities. Doctoral researchers in the MarDATA school gain
lateral, interface skills by contributing lectures or workshops to
early career Marine Scientists. This contributes visibility to the
profile of MDSc in the marine field.

Training measures draw on project-specific expertise from
the supervisors, as well as block courses and summer schools.
The training is always open for a number of external
participants providing an opportunity for knowledge transfer
and exchange. Recurring lecture formats allow training in
particular methodologies and provide an overview of state-
of-the-art research in both domains. Workshop formats allow
all involved researchers to strengthen their interface skills, for
example in lateral thinking and design thinking.

11MarDATA: https://www.mardata.de/.
12A datathon is an event where Data Scientists meet to solve Data Science

challenges. These challenges can originate from applied fields or other data-heavy

research disciplines.
13A hacky hour is a fixed informal weekly meeting, where researchers and

programmers come together to discuss and solve code and programming

related problems.
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5. SUMMARY AND CHALLENGES

In this paper we provide our perspective of the current state
and future of Marine Data Science (MDS) as a marine example
for the fusion of Earth System Sciences with Data Science. To
suggest a pathway for its development, we propose a model for
the training for early career Marine Data Scientists (MDSc).
The discussed ideas are inspired by the Helmholtz Graduate
School forMarine Data Science (MarDATA), which is an example
of training for a future generation of MDSc. MDSc should be
trained both in classical Data Science skills as well as developing
strong communication skills across disciplines. The Data Science
skills include handling databases and programming languages,
while maintaining software development standards, as well as
dealing with diverse marine data types. The Marine Science
skills include an overview of the marine environment and the
characteristics of its data. MDS potentially extricates information
from marine data, leading to new knowledge, and can identify
new research questions.

Despite the obvious benefits of joining forces of Marine
and Data Sciences, MDS comes with its own challenges as
regards perspectives for a career after the doctorate. MDSc might
struggle with appropriate scientific recognition, since publication
strategies in Marine and Data Sciences differ greatly. Marine
Scientists usually publish in journals whereas Data Scientists
mostly publish in conference proceedings. The latter do not have
the same assessment-metrics as journal publications, such as the
impact factor. MDSc need to position themselves between these
cultures. To attain publication recognition in Marine and Data
Science, there is a risk that they will need to publish double the
amount expected of pure Marine or Data Scientists.

The definition and education of MDSc is only the first
step. Structural change is the necessary second step. Structural
support could come through involving MDSc in new projects,
assigning permanent positions to MDSs, and offering a pathway
to an academic career including professorships in MDS. Besides
their scientific expertise, MDSc draw from a range of interface
and transferable skills. These qualify MDSc also for a career
path outside of academia, in innovation sectors such as
business, product development, public and private research and
entrepreneurship. MDSc can thus easily transition between or
merge the academic with the private and public sectors.

Although this is a Marine Sciences example, we believe that
similar potentials and challenges exist for any variant of Earth
System Data Science.

6. CONCLUSION

MDS is an example of a novel and highly demanded
interdisciplinary research field between the Earth System
Sciences and Data Science that needs to be properly defined
and established. MDS comes with a high demand on knowledge
and skills from both Marine and Data Sciences to be able to
effectively work with marine data. It still has to develop a
strategy for publishing with best impact, and recognition to

facilitate entering a academic career. Also, it has to find a balance
between incorporating experiences from the parental sciences
while exploring new ways of combining and advancing Marine
and Data Sciences simultaneously. We envision MDSc will be
able to providemajor benefits in advancingMarine as well as Data
Sciences, understanding marine data and bridging two distinct
scientific fields.

The approach and pitfalls of establishing Marine Data Science
mapped out in this paper could be used as a blueprint for
establishing other fields of research that fuse Earth System
Sciences and Data Science.
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ABSTRACT
The distribution of passively drifting particles within highly tur-
bulent flows is a classic problem in marine sciences. The use of
trajectory clustering on huge amounts of simulated marine trajec-
tory data to identify main pathways of drifting particles has not
been widely investigated from a data science perspective yet. In
this paper, we propose a fast and computationally light method
to efficiently identify main pathways in large amounts of trajec-
tory data. It aims at overcoming some of the issues of probabilistic
maps and existing trajectory clustering approaches. Our approach
is evaluated against simulated larvae dispersion data based on a
real-world model that have been produced as part of work in the
marine science domain.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Left: Trajectories of fish larvae in the western
Mediterranean Sea. Right: The six seeding regions protrude
clearly in the probability density heatmap. The probability
distribution of fish larvae is obtained by counting only the
first visit of a fish larva to a hexagonal cell of ∼ 36 km2 [12].

Marine Protected Areas (MPA) are an important element for
sustainable fish stock management. They are typically ’no take’
zones and often are co-located with fish nurseries. Marine Biologists
are interested to describe and understand the migration patterns
of fish larvae and the connection to fishing grounds and protected
areas. Understanding the dominant advective migration pathways
of fish larvae helps to guide and optimize the location and size of
MPAs. Fish larvae mainly drift with the currents while they mature.
There is no economically feasible way to record the migration
patterns of adolescent fish at scale, because even for a confined
area, such as the western Mediterranean sea, there would still be
thousands of square kilometers to monitor.

To address this challenge, simulations of fish larvae particles1
[10] have been utilized. Lagrangian particle release experiments are
a standard method to examine particle pathways [12]. Each parti-
cle’s movement over time is described in trajectories. This includes
its start and end points, the pathway, the length of the trajectory
and the time it takes to follow it. To identify common or effective
pathways, traditionally, Lagrangian trajectories are analysed using

1All data used in this study are published in: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4644862
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probability density maps, aiming at visualizing pathways, or stream
functions in order to infer the transported volume. Figure 1 (left)
shows an example of a set of simulated trajectories in the western
Mediterranean Sea. On the right, a heatmap denotes the probabil-
ity density of simulated particles reaching a particular area. The
lighter the color, the more particles are present. Six seeding regions
encompassing nine MPAs are clearly visible; as are some of the
main distribution ways of the larvae. When identifying pathways
from Lagrangian trajectories, Marine Scientists are faced with a
number of challenges. First, the amount of data, especially when
using simulations, tends to be huge. Analyzing these data calls for
fast and potentially parallelizable tools that minimize runtimes. Sec-
ond, when utilizing one of the main advantages of Lagrangian data,
the filtering of whole trajectories by their origin or destination, the
whole analysis process needs to be repeated for each filtering vari-
ant. Third, the probability density maps that are state-of-the-art for
visualizing pathways do not carry any information on the direction
of movement and thereby neglect essential information provided
by Lagrangian particle experiments.

We identified the following criteria and challenges for an algo-
rithm for fast main pathway identification: 1) the algorithm needs
to scale well to big numbers of trajectories. 2) there should be as few
parameters as possible to be hand-tuned. 3) the algorithm should
be able to assess the number and direction of particles that follow
the pathway. In this paper we propose the transition network ap-
proach that meets these challenges by aiming at being fast, scaling
well and enabling to regard the mass transport along the identified
pathways.

2 RELATEDWORK
There are two basic approaches to identifying main pathways in
Lagrangian particle experiment data: Trajectory clustering and
probability density maps.

Existing trajectory clustering approaches follow roughly the
paradigm of trajectory data mining [14]. Raw spatial trajectories
are preprocessed, e.g., by segmentation, alignment or compression,
before the actual clustering task can be applied on the data. This
leads to long runtimes mainly due to the expensive preprocessing
step. Trajectories can be “organic” which means they do not follow
(artificial) pathways such as roads or rails. A lot of work has been
done on map-based trajectories, e.g., movement patterns of cars,
trains and people in a city [3, 5, 8] or ships at sea [1, 6, 13]. There are,
however, some approaches that tackle organic trajectories, such as
TraClus [7]. TraClus segments trajectories and uses DBScan [4] to
cluster the trajectory segments. As stated before, the segmentation
preprocessing step is very expensive and does not scale well on
bigger amounts of trajectories. Another drawback of this algorithm
is the usage of DBScan, which requires the optimization of two pa-
rameters (epsilon and min number of neighbours). Visually finding
these parameters takes a long time on huge trajectory data sets. For
automatically optimizing them with, e.g., simulated annealing, an
optimization measure for the clusters needs to be defined. A more
recent approach transforms trajectories into transition graph net-
works [14]. This transformation is done by identifying key locations
from the trajectories by, e.g., identifying stay points where particles
lingered for a longer time, and regarding them as nodes in a graph.

In a second step, the nodes, i.e., key locations are connected with
edges that indicate transitions between them. A challenge in this
approach is the identification of the key locations.

Probability density maps are a widely applied method in ma-
rine science to visualize main pathways. They subdivide space (and
sometimes time) into cells in a longitude-latitude grid and count the
number of particles in each cell. There are two ways of counting:
counting all occurrences of a particle in a cell and counting only the
first visit of a particle to a cell. The first count is normalized by the
total number of trajectory data points. The second count is normal-
ized by the number of individual particles that were released. The
latter method yields sharper images of potential pathways [12] (see
Fig. 1 (right) for an example). Probability density maps can either be
generated on complete trajectories over the whole duration of the
experiment or on a temporal “snapshot” analyzing the current state
of the experiment. They qualitatively and visually identify main
pathways. Extracting the exact pathways from these maps remains
a challenge; as does the gridding and statistical analysis on big data
sets. Additionally, these methods disregard temporal dependencies
in trajectories and the direction of movement which, however, is a
substantial requirement for the problem we are addressing in this
paper.

3 TRANSITION NETWORKS FOR PATHWAY
IDENTIFICATION

Our transition network approach is based on a space partitioning
approach. The basic idea of our approach is to combine the tran-
sition graph network approach described in [14] and the ideas of
probability density maps applied on a hexagonal grid system as
illustrated in Figure 2. First, we discretize the trajectory space into
hexagonal cells and count the number of data points within each
cell (a). The bottom of Figure 2 a) shows the probability density
map that results from normalizing this count by the overall number
of particles that were released for the experiment, i.e., the overall
number of trajectories. In a second step (b), we count the number of
particle transitions between cells. These counts refer to the weights
on the edges in the transition network graph, where the grid cells
build the nodes of the graph and the particle transitions between
adjacent cells refer to the edges of the graph. To ultimately identify
the main pathways, edges with low weights are filtered by the mean
of the first degree neighbourhood (c) as follows: For each node the
average weight of all outgoing edges is calculated. In our example,
for h0 this is 1.5 and for h1 it is 1.0. Then only the edges with a
weight greater than this average are kept. h0 keeps the edge to h1
with the weight 2.0. h1 has only one edge with weight 1.0, which
is not greater 1.0 and thus it is removed from the graph. For the
spatial grid we used the H3 framework2 introduced by the trans-
portation network company Uber Technologies Inc. [2]. It allows
to group geographical data into hexagonal cells of a selected size.
16 different resolutions are available3 which have a hierarchical
relationship. The smaller child cells have approximately 1/7 of the
area of the corresponding parent cell [11]. The advantage of using
this hierarchical spatial grid for our approach is the ability to adjust
the spatial resolution of the main pathways one wants to retrieve.

2H3: Uber’s Hexagonal Hierarchical Spatial Index (https://github.com/uber/H3)
3see https://h3geo.org/docs/core-library/restable for an overview
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Figure 2: Transition network approach. Top: Schematic on how the algorithm works. Bottom: Exemplary Results of the pro-
cessing steps for seeding region 1. a) The data points of the original trajectory (pieces) are binned into hexagonal cells h0 to
h2. b) The nodes denote cells h0 to h2 in the transition network. The edge weights are the sum of trajectories crossing between
the cells. c) The first-degree-neighbourhood filtered network is obtained as follows: For each node, outgoing edges are kept if
their weight is greater than the mean weight of all of the node’s outgoing edges.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To evaluate our transition network approach against the baseline
(TraClus [7]), in our experiments we focus on two seeding areas
near enough to each other so that migration patterns from one
region to another region appear more clearly which helps for the
qualitative comparison of the two competitors. We selected seeding
region 1 and 3 (see Figure 1). For our baseline TraClus, we used
the implementation provided in [9]. The experiments were carried
out on a MacBook Pro with a 2.3 GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i7
processor.

Figure 3: Top: transition network approach results for re-
gion 1 (left) and 3 (right). Bottom: TraClus results

4.1 Effectivity
For a qualitative comparison of the two competitors, Figure 3 shows
the results of the transition network approach with a grid of ∼ 1770
km2 cells (h3-resolution 4) (top) and the TraClus algorithm with op-
timized parameters epsilon 0.01 and minimum number neighbours
3 (bottom). It shows the main pathways found by both approaches
for seeding regions 1 (left) and 3 (right).

One can see that the pathways retrieved by both approaches
overlap. However, the pathways identified by the transition network
approach have stronger structural information, i.e., our approach
is more sensitive to areas where there exist only few data points
without being too sensitive in trajectory-dense areas. This effect is
due to the first degree neighbourhood filtering by the mean of the
edge weights around the single nodes. When the weights around
a node are small, smaller weights will be accepted than in regions
with a lot of traffic, i.e., where the weights are generally higher.

The main pathways in the transition network approach not only
protrude more clearly when filtered by the mean edge weight for
the first degree neighbourhood of each node (top), but also visualize
the strength of the corresponding pathways (shown by the color,
lighter colors refer to stronger pathways while weaker pathways
are shown in darker colors) – a feature that is of essential interest
for Marine research questions. In seeding region 1 (Figure 3 left,
also cf. Figure 1), most of the larvae stay near the seeding region.
There are, however, some main pathway bits near the African coast,
identified by our method while lost by the TraClus approach. The
fish larvae from seeding region 3 (Figure 3 right) mostly leave the
seeding area and reach seeding region 1 by crossing over from
Europe to the Balearic Islands. Here again, one can see that due to
the ability of our approach to locally adapt the sensitivity of the
main pathway identification, main pathways close to the Balearic
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Figure 4: Left: Runtimes for the transition network approach for different resolutions (h3-levels) and for the TraClus im-
plementation (lightest grey) over different numbers of trajectories. Right: Runtimes of the transition network approach for
different numbers of trajectories and resolutions (h3-levels).

Island are only identified with our approach and remain hidden in
TraClus (Figure 3 bottom).

4.2 Efficiency
To assess the efficiency of the transition network approach, we mea-
sured the runtime for building the transition probability networks
for different numbers of trajectories (100, 1000, 5000, 10 000, 100
000) and compared these runtimes to the runtimes of TraClus. To
further assess the scalability in terms of resolution we measured
the runtime of the transition network approach for different levels
of h3-resolution (1, 5, 10, 15). A h3-resolution of 1 corresponds to
very coarse cells of ∼ 600 000 km2. A h3-resolution of 15 refers to
the finest possible resolution of ∼ 1 m2 per cell.

The left of Figure 4 compares the runtimes of the transition net-
work approach and TraClus on different numbers of trajectories.
The transition network approach is about an order of magnitude
faster than the TraClus algorithm, even on a small number of tra-
jectories. Additionally it scales much better with growing number
of trajectories.

On the right of Figure 4, we evaluate the scalability of the transi-
tion network approach for varying resolutions. We can see that the
resolution of the cells (h3-level) does only have minor impact on
the runtime of the approach.

5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we introduced our transition network based main
pathway identification approach and compared it against the state-
of-the-art trajectory clustering approach TraClus. In our experi-
ments, we could show that the main pathways identified by our
approach yield results of higher quality and cover more information
relevant to Marine Scientists compared to the results of TraClus.
At the same time, we showed that our approach is 1-2 orders of
magnitude faster than TraClus. We showed that our approach scales
well in terms of the number of trajectories at different resolution
levels (Figure 4).

In the future, we will further investigate our approach on much
larger data sets, higher spatial grid resolutions and other observa-
tional fields provided by the Marine Science community. Another
interesting direction we want to investigate is to apply our methods
on parallel systems to achieve higher scalability for very huge sets
of trajectories. We will also investigate the impact of our approach

in the Marine Science domain by using our approach for new in-
sights about where, and how many fish larvae travel in the western
Mediterranean Sea. Marine Scientists claim that our approach will
help to estimate most likely target regions and distribution routes
of marine life to enhance protection and fishing management.
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Abstract—The ocean is an important part of the global system.
Tracking the connectivity between bodies of water is crucial
for understanding local, regional and global changes in the
ocean dynamics that mediate the spreading of nutrients and
influence the marine ecosystem and ocean productivity. We
developed a Data Fusion approach that enhances and automates
the existing methods for the analysis of this connectivity. This
approach combines and condenses two different data sources
in two stages, Data Enhancement followed by Data Reduction.
The Data Enhancement stage fuses equidistantly gridded data
containing physical measurements and trajectories representing
movement data. The Data Reduction stage aggregates the fused
data into a Markov Model representation of the transition
probabilities between ocean regions. We applied this framework
to an exemplary analysis for the connectivity between two oceanic
areas using real ocean data stemming from marine research. We
show that this method directly tackles the limitations of existing
marine data analysis methods and furthermore introduces new
means to answer questions that had no quantitative answers up
to now.

Index Terms—Marine Data Science, Marine Data Fusion,
Trajectory Embedding, Markov Models, Cluster Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

Connectivity between ocean regions is an important indica-
tor on how heat, fresh water, nutrients and chemical tracers
such as oxygen and carbondioxide but also organisms are
distributed through the global ocean [1]. Existing methods to
analyze the connectivity between ocean regions rely on expert
knowledge that is weaved in manually [2]. This renders the
whole process very slow and also subjective to the researchers’
view on the research question at hand.

In this paper we describe a new Data Fusion framework
(Figure 1) that combines two data sources using Data En-
hancement and Data Reduction based on a stage based cross

This work was supported by the Helmholtz School for Marine Data Science
(MarDATA) partially funded by the Helmholtz Association (grant HIDSS-
0005).

domain Data Fusion approach [3]. In the first Data Fusion
stage Data Enhancement, the physical properties of the sea-
water (salinity and temperature) are clustered into categories.
Then, the water flow trajectory data are fused with these
clusters and embedded into sequences of water type clusters
that are subsequently used to aggregate the data and to derive
the final water cluster transition model in the Data Reduction
stage.

As a test case, we focus on the subpolar North Atlantic part
of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC),
consisting of the northward flowing Gulf stream system at the
surface and deep and cold Deep Water return flows. We show
in section IV how the connectivity between two large areas in
the subpolar North Atlantic, the Labrador Sea and the Irminger
Sea (Figure 2), can be analyzed fast and intuitively.

This paper is structured as follows. First, we give an insight
into the problem we solve with our approach from an appli-
cation, i.e., marine science, point of view. Then, we briefly
describe the idea for the Data Fusion solution that applies
very distinct methods from many different fields of machine
learning and data science. In section II, we give an overview
over methods for Data Fusion and different approaches that
tackle application specific challenges similar to (parts of) the
ones presented in this paper. In section III, we introduce the
framework in an abstract way and explain how it mitigates
the application specific challenges (section III-E). Section IV
introduces a practical example from the marine sciences as
a case study and proof of concept. It explains the actual
implementation, choice of methods (e.g., for the clustering),
and reasoning behind it for all steps in the framework. Section
IV-D finishes with a detailed analysis of the contributions
of our framework in tackling the challenges and limitations
previous analytical methods stated for the application domain.
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Fig. 1. This schema shows the complete Data Fusion process in this work. Two Data Sources are combined in the Data Enhancement step. Data Reduction then
reduces the total amount of data by focusing on the information relevant to the domain research aspects. The gridded data are temperature and salinity measures
(top) that are equidistantly sampled in the coordinate space (bottom). The trajectories are seemingly chaotically sampled positions following the underlying
velocity fields. Data Enhancement combines water clusters obtained in the temperature-salinity space of the gridded data with the particle trajectories into
water cluster segmented trajectories. Data Reduction condenses the trajectories into cluster sequence strings by removing repeating water cluster labels to
focus only on the transitions. Then it aggregates the transition probabilities between the water clusters in a Markov Model.

A. Application-based Problem Description

Advances in ocean circulation understanding stem from
direct observations in the ocean and the analysis of numerical
ocean model simulations.

Direct in-situ velocity observations in the real ocean are
expensive and rare. Thus, the connectivity is often derived
from analyzing the distributions of chemical tracers such as
salt [4], [5], oxygen, CFCs [6], [7] or tritium-helium [8].
These tracers are introduced into the ocean usually at the
surface and they then spread at greater depths. These data
are collected in elaborate ship surveys which are very costly
and time consuming.

The observational data, however, have been used to develop
Ocean General Circulation Models (OGCMs). These models
solve the fundamental equations governing the ocean dynamics
and calculate the oceanic velocities based on the hydrographic
state variables temperature, salinity and pressure. Those mod-
els are initialized from data and forced with atmospheric
properties at the surface. Particle release simulations in these
models are used to generate simulated observational data for
larger areas of the ocean or extended periods of time.

To examine the connectivity between two ocean regions,
Seeding S and Target T, large numbers of particles are released
in the seeding area S and their trajectory is recorded over time.
To have statistically valid evidence, several thousands up to
millions of particle trajectories are simulated and recorded.
When analyzing the connectivity between S and T, generally
four aspects are of interest:

1) How many of the seeded particles reach the target
region?

2) Where do major changes in the hydrographic properties
occur along the trajectories?

3) Where do the particles come from when they enter the
target region?

4) What are major pathways (through underway landmarks)
from seeding to target?

From these aspects, several problems arise concerning the
efficiency and quantifiability of the analysis results.

Counting the particles reaching the target is usually done
by manually defining a border for the target region and then
backtracking the particles’ full trajectories until they hit the
border. This can be done forwards and backwards in time.

C. Data Fusion for Connectivity Analysis between Ocean Regions
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Fig. 2. Positional plot and Probability Density Map of trajectory data in the subpolar North Atlantic Ocean (SPNA).

The transition times of particles are quite long. Thus, they are
usually tracked backwards to speed up the process. However,
each positional measurement in the trajectories still needs to
be checked and noted whether it is before or after the border.
This is computationally very costly and thus not feasible for
large amounts of data.

Due to the gradual change of the water characteristics along
the trajectories major changing points in these hydrographic
properties are hard to detect. Without having physically de-
fined regions of similar water properties, which could be
used as underway landmarks, the pathway and sources of
particles entering the target area even from different direc-
tions is only qualitatively describable, e.g., in a probability
density map (Figure 2 right). If literature based assumptions
about interesting underway water characteristic landmarks are
available, these regions need to be manually incorporated
in addition to the target region. If there is no indication in
literature or subjective reasoning, major changing points in the
hydrographic properties have to be defined through analysis by
an expert. This is again very time consuming and additionally
very subjective in nature.

B. Application-based Basic Idea of our Approach

To mitigate the limitations mentioned above, we derived
a method to fuse trajectory data with the gridded data from
the OGCM (Figure 1). The equidistantly gridded data can be
used to cluster the complete area based on water properties,
i.e., salinity and temperature. These water type clusters can
then be used to enhance the trajectory data by segmenting the
trajectories according to the clusters. This makes changes in
major water properties instantaneously visible, i.e., the switch
from one cluster to another. To further speed up the processing
of the trajectories, entries assigned to the same cluster can
be removed except for the first consecutive occurrence. Thus,
the trajectories are described and compressed by the sequence
of clusters they visit. For a statistical analysis of the transi-
tion probabilities of particles moving between the clusters, a
Markov Model can be calculated. This leads to a fast, intuitive,

and quantitative visualization of the major movement, i.e., the
connectivity, between the water type clusters.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Data Fusion

There are several ideas on how cross domain Data Fusion
can be done [9], [10]. There are three broad categories of
Data Fusion approaches: Stage-based Data Fusion, Feature-
level-based Data Fusion and Semantic Meaning-based Data
Fusion [3]. While Feature-level-based Data Fusion simply
concatenates all available measurements into one huge feature
set, semantic meaning-based and stage-based Data Fusion
incorporate different levels of abstraction into the Data Fusion.
The semantic meaning-based Data Fusion focuses on combin-
ing high-level concepts from various data sources. Stage-based
Data Fusion combines insights, e.g. from pattern recognition
algorithms such as clustering, and raw data from different
data sources into a stage based Data Fusion approach. As an
example, [11] segments a city map into areas along the road
network and fuses these areas with taxi cab trajectories. This
approach uses solely spatial information for the segmentation
and the fusion. However, it does not fuse data across different
feature spaces.

B. Pattern Recognition and Clustering in Marine Data

There exists an abundance of methods for pattern recogni-
tion. These are, however, not always a good fit for marine data
as they are usually very sparse. The ocean is a huge entity to
observe with many different properties and regimes and even
for ocean simulation models, it is not known enough about the
inner and subgrid relations to provide dense sampling of the
whole ocean [12]. This renders a completely new perspective
on evaluating and selecting pattern recognition algorithms, e.g.
for clustering or pathway detection, in these data as they are
dependent on the process scale and data cover.

Pattern recognition, such as clustering, in hydrographic sea-
water properties (e.g., salinity, temperature) can be challeng-
ing, when the range and variance of the data is too large [13].
The variance of hydrographic data in great depths is much
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lower than in the first 500 m near the surface [14]. Different
techniques evolved to overcome this variance problem. One
approach is to divide the water column into density intervals
[13]. This division is needed for clustering the ocean because,
e.g., temperature and salinity that define the density through
a non-linear relation have very different orders of magnitude
in their variance. They vary very differently throughout the
water column, with strong variability in the near surface layers
and a mostly homogeneous distribution in the abyssal ocean.
Usually each density interval is rather concentrated around
certain temperature and salinity values and a common cluster
algorithm can produce results that contain important features
[13].

A different approach is to introduce new dimension for each
depth layer. This way, a standard scaling can fit to different
variances of each depth layer [15]. The subsequent clustering
yields a two dimensional cluster since the depth is encoded in
the dimension and does respect the vertical movement of the
density field.

C. Trajectory clustering and main pathway detection

Trajectories sampled in the real ocean or in simulations
of the ocean move with the large scale currents and meso
to small scale dynamics. Contrary to car trajectories, this
movement appears seemingly chaotically and does not follow
the concept of static roads on land. It follows ocean currents
that can change their direction, position and strength over
time. Additionally, some of the trajectories take very unlikely
(”offroad”) routes. The challenge of clustering such trajec-
tories has been solved for animal tracks [16] although this
approach does not scale well for the huge amounts of data
needed to answer the marine research questions [17]. Other
approaches compress the trajectories by transforming them
into a sequence of automatically detected points of interest
[18]. This has been successfully done for car trajectories [19],
ship-routing [20] and animal tracks [21]. Such trajectories of
point-of-interest-sequences can be statistically aggregated into
Transition Probability Networks modeled in Markov Models
[11] which can then be efficiently analyzed according to
starting and destination areas [22]. In [23] an Absorbing
Markov Chain was used to model the traffic flow to predict the
most popular routes. The answered aspects are partly similar
to the aspects we want to solve in this work.

III. METHOD

We will first give a quick overview of the components of
our framework, followed by detailed descriptions for each of
these components.

We established a stage-based cross-domain fusion frame-
work [3] consisting of a Data Enhancement step and a sub-
sequent Data Reduction step. Figure 1 shows the complete
process. We first enhance the data available by combining
gridded and trajectory data. Then we reduce the amount of data
and distill the information of interest. Through the combination
of the Data Enhancement and Data Reduction steps, it is

possible to exclude manual definition and investigation from
the analysis.

The Data Enhancement combines gridded and trajectory
data (Figure 1 left). We do a cluster analysis on the gridded
data (Section III-A) to then segment the trajectory data by
assigning these clusters to them (Section III-B).
In contrast to [11], who segment a city map into areas along
the road network and fuse this with taxi cab trajectories,
our Data Fusion approach uses information from different
feature spaces. The clustering is done in the space of the
physical properties of seawater, temperature and salinity. The
segmentation of the trajectories takes place in the longitude-
latitude-depth-space, i.e. coordinate space.

After having enhanced the available data, they are reduced
by focusing on the analysis aspects at hand (Figure 1 right).
First, to investigate where the trajectories change the respective
water cluster, the corresponding positions of the trajectories
are extracted (Section III-C). Then, to get a view on the
transition probabilities between the water clusters, the cluster
changes of all trajectories are statistically summarized into a
Markov Model (Section III-D). It is possible to create this
Markov Model for each complete trajectory, or to select only
(sub)trajectories that start at the seeding area S and end in the
target area T.

A. Water Property Clustering on Gridded Data

The velocity (u, v) and hydrographic (salinity, temperature)
data are equidistantly gridded in the coordinate space follow-
ing the underlying grid architecture of the OGCM (x, y, depth,
time). For each of the positions, latitude, longitude, depth,
salinity, temperature as well as the three along grid velocities
are given, which are physical properties of the water and
as such not equidistant in the temperature-salinity-space (see
upper-left diagram in Figure 1). We are using only the physical
properties salinity and temperature to cluster the grid points.
Then the clusters are mapped back to the native coordinate
space. This is straight forward as the physical properties build
up slowly changing volumes throughout the ocean and thus,
the clusters found in the salinity-temperature space are already
fully connected. Based on the cluster labels, the grid space
is partitioned into spatially coherent regions of grid points
belonging to the same hydrographic cluster. As a result we
get a physical property-based segmentation of the grid space,
where in each region, the grid points (water bodies) share the
same physical properties (Figure 1).

Generally, any partition-based clustering algorithm can be
applied here. To identify the clustering algorithm that yields
the most plausible results, we applied fundamentally different
types of cluster algorithms with a variety of parameters (see
Section IV-B) and let domain experts interpret and evaluate
the resulting clusters with the marine literature.

B. Segmenting Trajectories by Clusters

The water clusters from the previous step represent areas in
the ocean that have similar physical properties with respect to
salinity and temperature. They can be viewed as potentially

C. Data Fusion for Connectivity Analysis between Ocean Regions
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Fig. 3. Water Clusters obtained with Gaussian Mixture Models with twelve clusters and Seeding and Target areas, S and T. Seeding: lon [−55,−51], lat
[56, 60], Target: lon [−40,−36], lat [56, 60]

interesting water-landmarks. For the following we assume a
good representation of these landmarks through the water
clusters. Extra areas can be assigned for the seeding and
target area of a particle release experiment (Figure 3, S and
T). These artificial areas indicate the special interest for the
current oceanographic research question, e.g., the connectivity
between these regions. We are not interested in the timing of
the trajectory movement at this point. Thus, the timestamps of
the positional data points can be discarded. We use the gridded
cluster information to label the time-independent positional
trajectory data points by mapping them into the coordinate
space of the clusters found in the previous step.

C. Trajectory Compression by Water Cluster Changing Posi-
tions

Having enhanced the data in the previous steps, now the
data are going to be heavily condensed to focus on answering
the domain research aspects.

The segmented trajectories can be described as a string
of the clusters they cross. By removing consecutive same
characters (e.g., AAABB → AB), the trajectories are mas-
sively compressed (Figure 1, bottom right). This is done either
by using the last position of the to-be-left area or the first
position of the area that will be entered. With the removal
of characters information regarding the temporal evolution,
i.e., the velocity, of the trajectories is lost. However, this

information is irrelevant for the domain research aspects that
this method focuses on.

D. Markov Model as Water Cluster Transition Network

The compressed string-based trajectories are used to calcu-
late a Markov Model either for all the identified water clusters
or specifically filtered for the designated seeding and target
areas. We assume that the Markov Property holds here, as
the water moves so slowly that the regions it visited before
the current region can be regarded as irrelevant for the current
transition. For the Markov Model filtered by seeding and target
area, the compressed trajectories’ substrings starting with the
seeding area and ending on the target area are extracted. One
trajectory can contain multiple substrings that are of interest
for the Markov Model, but each of these substrings need to
start with the seeding area and end with the target area. Based
on the trajectories’ substrings, the Markov Model’s transition
probabilities are calculated by first counting all leaving edges
for each node and then normalizing the edges by the total
number of leaving edges. Figure 1 shows a ”complete” Markov
Model without filtering for a seeding or target region. Note that
the transition probabilities from node B to the target T is 0.3.
This is because the Markov Model is not filtered according
to the complete seeding to target area path and thus, the
trajectory segments that end on B naturally reduce the overall
transition probability into T. Figure 7 shows a filtered Markov
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Fig. 4. A sample of segmented trajectories labelled by the respective clusters (Figure 3). The id of the trajectories is indicated in the title. The colors
correspond to the clusters through which the trajectories move.

Model that indicates the transition probabilities from any of the
clusters when filtering for subtrajectories between seeding and
target region. Especially interesting are the seeding and target
nodes (S and T). It is possible to assess fast and intuitively
how the water distributes when leaving (or entering) the node.
The transition probabilities for leaving S are directly visible
on the edges in the Markov Model (Figure 1). For T, the
incoming particles need to be counted and the probability
distribution needs to be calculated from them (Table III shows
an example).

E. Mitigation of current methodological limitations

Data Fusion with clustering and trajectory segmentation,
objectifies the connectivity analysis of ocean regions. Up until
now, marine researchers defined possible seeding and target
regions for water by hand. These definitions of regions were
defined by experience and previous scientific work. Due to
the variability in connectivity between two oceanic regions
connected to the complex interplay between the atmosphere
and ocean dynamics, the exact positions of these regions
are moving sometimes significantly and a spatially constant
manual definition is prone to this variability. As discussed
earlier the water clusters can vary also with the time from
seasonal to decadal scales and differ between observations and
single ocean simulation runs. If researchers were not aware of
a possibly interesting water type region beforehand, this region
would also not be regarded in the analysis.

The clustering in the temperature-salinity space finds gen-
eral areas of similar hydrographic properties. Hence, these
clusters of similar properties can be used to label the trajecto-
ries accordingly along their way. The clusters are objectively
found and do not rely on manual definition before the analysis.
It is possible to identify all transit areas between seeding and
target region automatically, as the clusters cover the whole
coordinate space of the trajectories.

The compression of the trajectory segments can be done to
either mark the first entry into a new cluster or the last position
before leaving the old one. These positions can then be used
to plot a heatmap of the hot areas of water cluster transitions
(see Figure 6 for an example).

The Markov Model automatically counts all the particles
leaving a node to calculate the transition probabilities. Thus,

by summing up the incoming edges to the target node, the
total number of particles reaching the target region can be
found fast and intuitively. There is no further need to backtrack
all trajectories to answer this question. Related to this, the
predecessors of the target node are the water regions where the
particles come from before reaching the target region. These
regions do not need to be known beforehand and manually
predefined as the clustering does this automatically. Using the
complete Markov Model, the major pathways of particles can
be extracted from the number of transitions along the edges
(visualized, e.g., in Figure 7). This approach makes it possible
to assess these pathways quantitatively.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To show the applicability of this method, we introduce a
case study as an evaluation and proof of concept. The study
focuses on the connectivity between the Labrador Sea and
the Irminger Sea in the subpolar North Atlantic (SPNA).
The Labrador Sea is in the basin to the west of Greenland
(longitudes > 42° West). The Irminger Sea lies to the East of
Greenland and to the West of Iceland and the Reykjanes Ridge
(Figure 2). The connectivity between these two areas plays
an important role in how the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation (AMOC) works.

A. Data Sources

For both data sources, the gridded and trajectory data,
we chose the output of the VIKING20X-JRA-OMIP ocean
simulation model [12]. It has an high spatial resolution of
1/20° in the region of interest and was run from 1958 to 2019.
For our experiments we restricted the horizontal area to the
North Atlantic ocean east to 30°W and north to 45°N.

For the gridded data, we decided to select the monthly ocean
model output between 700m and 1800m depth to cover more
than half of the trajectory data. In this way, we use the smallest
range of depth layers and limit the variance in the physical
measurements simultaneously to overcome the challenge of
strong variabilities in temperature and salinity explained in
section III-A. We averaged all the features over the year 2019.

For the trajectory data, 9809 particles were seeded in the
Labrador Sea in the daily output of the VIKING20X-JRA-
OMIP ocean model in the depth of 989m in the winter months
and tracked daily for 10 years using the Parcels tool doing

C. Data Fusion for Connectivity Analysis between Ocean Regions
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offline trajectory calculation [24], [25]. Resulting in a total of
35148810 data points for this study.

B. Data Enhancement

Identified Water Clusters: The two dimensional data set
(salinity and temperature) was scaled to zero mean and unit
variance. We applied different types of partitioning cluster-
ing algorithms: distance-based (k-means), density-based (DB-
SCAN [26]), and model-based (Gaussian Mixture Models
[27] trained with Expectation Maximization) clustering. The
optimal algorithm and number of clusters was obtained by
showing these clustering realizations with different number
of clusters to domain experts. They declared the clusters
found for twelve clusters with Gaussian Mixture Models to
be in alignment with their intuition and understanding of this
specific region in a way that well known features can be
recognized. For the implementation we used the widely known
and well established scikit-learn library to cluster our gridded
data [28]. Figure 3 shows the identified clusters.

Trajectory Segmentation: To map the positional data points
of the trajectories to the identified clusters, we used a k-
nearest-neighbors classifier (k = 5) with randomly selected
60% of the gridded data. The selected features are longitude,
latitude and depth. The features were scaled to reach from
0 to 1. We used 40% of the gridded (and labeled) data as
test data to ensure that the classifier works well on unseen
data. The mean accuracy on the test set is 0.92. Reaching this
fairly good score boosts the confidence for using the model
to segment the (unseen) positional data of the trajectories.
Exemplary segmented trajectories are shown in Figure 4.

C. Data Reduction

Trajectory Compression: By removing the double entries
of characters, the trajectories are hugely compressed from
3650 data points per trajectory down to at the most 1000.
Figure 5 shows a histogram of the compressed trajectory
lengths. The mean compressed trajectory length is 117 with a
standard deviation of 59.6. The median length is 108. The
segmented and compressed trajectories are used to plot a
transition heatmap of where the transitions between the water
clusters happen over all depths (Figure 6).

Markov Model: The compressed trajectories were filtered
for complete seeding to target subtrajectories (S → T) using
regular expressions. Figure 7 shows a Markov Model that is
calculated from these filtered cluster sequence strings. The
transition probabilities are indicated by the width of the edges.
For enhanced readability, only transition probabilities starting
at 0.1 are shown in this Figure. Table I contains the complete
adjacency matrix with all transition probabilities.

The Markov Model shows that in total 4365 particles
travel from the seeding to the target area. Table II shows the
distribution and transition probabilities from the seeding area
to the next water cluster. Table III shows the distribution and
transition probabilities from the previous water cluster into the
target area.

Fig. 5. Histogram of the lengths of the compressed trajectories. The original
trajectory length is 3650 data points. The mean compressed trajectory length
is 117 with a standard deviation of 59.6. The median length is 108.

Fig. 6. Heatmap of where particles transition between water clusters in all
depths.

D. Analysis by Aspects of Connectivity Analysis

In this section we assess the capabilities of our method to
answer the aspects of connectivity analysis identified in section
I-A.

1) How many particles reach the target region?: Looking
at Figure 7, the seeding and target regions, S and T, are marked
in white. This Markov Model, as explained in section IV-C,
was build from all subtrajectories that start in the seeding area,
S, and reach the target area T anytime during their spreading.
Table II and III show that out of 9809 seeded particles a
total of 4365 connect the two areas of interest. Some of them
recirculated back to the seeding area and reached the target
even more than once. This underlines a strong connectivity
between the two regions, the Labrador and Irminger Sea,
within the subpolar North Atlantic. As the traditional sections
are replaced by the objective clusters the regions are now
more related to their physical similarities than stiff and sharp
geographical information. This can infer a major shift in the
understanding of the circulation in the area, as the connectivity
is clearly related to property shifts and geographic motion.

2) Where do major changes in the hydrographic properties
occur along the trajectories?: Figure 6 shows a heatmap
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TABLE I
COMPLETE ADJACENCY MATRIX SHOWING THE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES OF THE CASE STUDY MARKOV MODEL (SECTION IV-C).

S A G F C L K D B H J T

S 0 0.75441 0.04170 0 0.00206 0 0.20183 0 0 0 0 0
A 0 0 0.54300 0.01903 0.00432 0 0.35751 0 0.00068 0 0.00003 0.07543
G 0 0.40516 0 0.04141 0.44031 0.00922 0.09559 0 0.00018 0.00039 0 0.00773
F 0 0.07230 0.44627 0 0.09175 0.12391 0.25530 0.01047 0 0 0 0
C 0 0.00348 0.80242 0.02026 0 0.16290 0.00009 0.00023 0.00324 0.00696 0.00042 0
L 0 0.00037 0.02778 0.09161 0.67899 0 0 0 0.17807 0.00975 0.01343 0
K 0 0.41129 0.12487 0.03596 0.00016 0.00004 0 0.40245 0 0 0.00048 0.02475
D 0 0 0.00010 0.00407 0.00010 0 0.87312 0 0 0 0.00010 0.12250
B 0 0.01173 0.00251 0 0.06114 0.84422 0 0 0 0.03769 0.04271 0
H 0 0 0.01916 0 0.52874 0.21073 0 0 0.23372 0 0.00766 0
J 0 0.02685 0.02685 0 0.02013 0.37584 0.08054 0.00671 0.46309 0 0 0
T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 7. Markov Model from analyzing 9809 trajectories. The width of the
edges indicates the relative number of single transitions between the nodes.
The corresponding transition probabilities are indicated near the tails of the
arrows. Note that for this visualization, only transition probabilities starting
at 0.1 are depicted. See Table I for the complete adjacency matrix. Table II
shows the exact numbers of particles leaving the seeding area S. Table III
shows the exact numbers of particles moving into the target area T. Note that
this cannot be read out directly from the adjacency matrix (Table I).

of the positions where the trajectories’ labels change into a
new cluster at any of the used depth layers. This is very
relevant information when we want to know where the physical
properties change substantially, and when we are looking to
understand possible involved mechanisms. Due to the cluster
analysis in the temperature-salinity space, the boundaries for
substantial change in physical water properties are found in
a data driven fashion and no manual thresholds have to be
defined beforehand. The change in the accordingly labeled
trajectory position data can thus be reliable reproduced and
has a rational and methodological justification. The highlighted

TABLE II
SUCCESSORS OF THE SEEDING AREA S

Successor #Particles transition probability
A 3293 0.754
C 9 0.002
G 182 0.041
K 881 0.201

TABLE III
PREDECESSORS OF THE TARGET AREA T. THESE TRANSITION

PROBABILITIES ARE THE PROBABILITIES FOR TRANSITION into THE
TARGET AREA AND THUS, IS NOT DIRECTLY AVAILABLE IN THE

ADJACENCY MATRIX IN TABLE I.

Predecessor #Particles transition probability
A 2220 0.509
D 1233 0.282
G 296 0.068
K 616 0.141

areas in the heatmap (Figure 6) are at positions where they
are suspected by marine researchers, but up until now the
analysis for proving this has been very complicated, slow and
inconvenient. The areas highlighted are regions with enhanced
mixing due to e.g the formation of Irminger rings west of
Greenland or the interaction with the North Atlantic current
at the Northwest Corner region (most southern highlight).

3) Where do the particles come from when they enter the
target region?: Table III shows an overview over the transition
probabilities for the predeceasing areas of the target area T. It
indicates the number of transitions into the target area in all
subtrajectories starting at seeding and reaching the target area.
This spread of areas in combination with Figure 3 shows the
main directions where the water changes into the target area.
Most of the trajectories enter from areas A and D, 50.9% and
28.2%, which are also visually the biggest areas surrounding
the target area. Interestingly, way smaller amounts stem from
area K and G, 14.1% and 6.8%. These areas seem still very big
in Figure 3, but the dynamics represented by the trajectories
show that the particle moving along these dynamical fields do
not visit these areas quite as often as areas A and D.

C. Data Fusion for Connectivity Analysis between Ocean Regions
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4) What are major pathways (through underway land-
marks) from seeding to target?: Table II and III show an
overview over the transition probabilities for the succeeding
areas of the seeding area and for the predeceasing areas of
the target area. It also indicates the number of transitions in
all subtrajectories containing both seeding and target area. For
the target area (Table III), we find that most of the transition
from area A, i.e., 50.9%. As we can see in Figure 3, area A is
directly connected to the seeding area S, e.g. in depth 1137m,
and to the target area T, e.g. in depth 989m. This could mean
that most of the transitions happen directly from S to T. It is
also supported by Table II which shows that also most of the
transitions from the seeding area go into area A, 75.4%. There
seems to be a strong connection via area A between seeding
and target area. These findings are also backed by previous
domain research [ e.g., [29], [30]]. Additional predeceasing
areas are Area D, 28.2%, and area K, 14.1%. Area D is not
a direct successor of the seeding area S and thus, there seems
to exist another slightly more complicated path - in terms of
substantial change in physical water properties - between the
seeding area and the target area.

V. OUTLOOK

This approach is tailored to a very specific set of marine
research questions. For the clustering, we found an optimal
number of twelve clusters in our specific case study through
discussion with marine experts. In the future a more objective
method to identify the optimal number of clusters while
taking the physical constraints of water into account should
be established. Furthermore, the temperature and salinity data
varies greatly when going from the sea surface (high vari-
ance) to the bottom of the sea (very low variance). Existing
clustering algorithms struggle with this kind of data yielding
one big cluster for the low variance volume and concentrating
on the high variance regions. For the application in water
type clustering clustering algorithms are needed that have an
adaptive sensitivity to the variance in the data.

The clustering on the gridded data as well as the labeling
of the trajectories disregarded the temporal aspect of the
moving and changing ocean. Here, a temporal average was
used for the clustering, while the timestamps in the trajectories
were discarded all together. Another way of approaching the
trajectory labeling could be to classify the trajectory data in
the temperature-salinity space instead of the coordinate space.

As promising as the results of this approach are, it would
be very relevant to apply clustering algorithms for changing
environments and map the identified clusters to the trajecto-
ries for subsequent consistent labeling. This solution would
then have the potential to answer marine research questions
regarding temporal aspects as well. Questions such as: How
long do the particles travel from Seeding to Target? Not only
where, but when do they change properties along the way?
Are there different spreading regimes over time, highlighting
different connections in the Markov Model?

VI. CONCLUSION

Our newly developed method mitigates many of the limita-
tions of state-of-the-art marine research methods for particle
trajectory based analysis of ocean dynamics and connectivity.
It does so by combining well established Data Enhancement
and Data Reduction methods in a Data Fusion approach. The
results are solely data driven and objective, yet they compare
very well with previous research results from more expert
system approaches used in the marine sciences. This is a
very promising first step into transforming previously manual
and subjective analysis methods into a data driven and easily
reproducible approach. It will allow to more efficiently and
objectively address a whole series of questions in the marine
science domain concerned with circulation and exchange be-
tween ocean regions in the context of climate change, ocean
pollution and ecosystem functions.
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Spatio-Temporal Data Fusion for Connectivity
Analysis between Ocean Regions
Carola Trahms, Patricia Handmann, Martin Visbeck, and Matthias Renz

Abstract—Connectivity analysis of ocean regions has a pivotal role
in understanding the dynamics of the ocean. A static Data Fusion
framework for automating and objectifying connectivity analysis
has been introduced [1]. It consists of a Data Enhancement and a
Data Reduction stage. The framework neglects temporal information
for the analysis throughout both stages. We propose an extension
that integrates temporal aspects to this Data Fusion framework by
changing time slices for averaging the gridded input data for the
clustering step during the Data Enhancement stage. Data for this
study were generated using a Ocean General Circulation Model that
returned gridded hydrographic time series data as well as trajectories
of (virtually) released particles for the subpolar North Atlantic. This
study has shown that by changing the input data for the Data Fusion
framework, it is possible to render it much more sensitive towards
temporal variations. Furthermore, the experiments showed a sensible
way for estimating the optimal number of clusters. The segmentation
of trajectories gets more stable. This is another step towards fully
automating the connectivity analysis between ocean regions.

Keywords—Marine Data Science, Marine Data Fusion, Temporal
Cluster Analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

EACH winter in the subpolar North Atlantic, the super-
ficial water cools down and starts to sink into deeper

layers of the ocean. This process is called deep convection.
Deep convection is an important process in the Atlantic
Meriodonal Overturning Circulation (AMOC), part of which
is, for example, the Gulf stream. The processes related to deep
convection can be stronger or weaker in irregular intervals.
Part of the ongoing research is to understand how water
formed by deep convection spreads throughout the Atlantic
Ocean. Physical Oceanographers found several main pathways
of this spreading, one of which is the spreading from the
Labrador Sea to the Irminger Sea (see Figure 1 left). To find
out more about these pathways, particles are seeded in the
starting region of interest (Labrador Sea) and tracked over
time in a Lagrangian Particle Release Experiment. Although
this is possible with physical tracers (e.g. salt [2], CFCs [3] or
tritium-helium [4]), it is very expensive and time consuming.
Using virtual particles in a Ocean General Circulation Model
(OGCM) is thus very common and yields huge amounts of
particle trajectory data [5]. Figure 1 shows an example of
trajectories computed a simulated Lagrangian Particle Release
Experiment. The probability density map on the right side is
calculated from a heatmap of all particle positions normalized
by the number of particles.

A. Problem Description

To aid and objectify the analysis of Lagrangian Particle
Experiments, a Data Fusion approach has been introduced [1].
The Data Fusion consists of two stages, Data Enhancement
and Data Reduction .

The first stage, Data Enhancement, hydrographic properties,
i.e. temperature and salinity of the water, from different time
periods are clustered to identify volumes with similar hydro-
graphic properties. These clusters are then fused with particle
trajectory data by segmenting the trajectories according to
the clusters using geo-coordinates as features. Data Reduction
builds transition probability networks from these segmented
trajectories.

In the Data Enhancement step, the gridded data are averaged
over ten years. This returns stable clusters that are prevalent
most of the time. It neglects, however, seasonal and inter-
annual differences. Hydrographic data from the subpolar North
Atlantic suggest different hydrographic structures throughout
the basin during strong deep convection periods versus weak
ones [6]. Averaging over the complete observed time period
gives only a general overview on average situation in terms
of hydrographic properties. It fails completely to capture the
possibly significantly different processes during strong versus
during weak deep convection. Figure 2 shows this problem
clearly at a depth of 855 m. In the weak deep convection time
period (bottom row), cluster B is not present in the Labrador
Sea (the left ”ear” of the subpolar North Atlantic, see Figure
1). This cluster seems to correspond to the hydrographic prop-
erties of water that is formed during strong deep convection.
This was not happening during this time. In the the other
two time periods, cluster B is present in the Labrador Sea.
The clustering for the changing intensity of deep convection
(top row) mixes the strong and weak deep convection clusters,
which is to be expected.

Another caveat of the clustering in [1] is the selection of
the optimal number of clusters for clustering. While striving
to automate the ocean region connectivity analysis process,
the optimal number of clusters was determined by asking an
expert instead of making a data-driven decision. This should
be done in a data driven way. The problem here is that the
clusters of hydrographic properties that this algorithms look
for are not well defined. They do not have distinct borders.
The clusters are regions in the hydrographic space that border
onto one another. They do not have space between them. The
clustering should help drawing the borders between them in an
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Fig. 1. Positional plot and Probability Density Map of trajectory data in the subpolar North Atlantic Ocean (SPNA).

Fig. 2. Clustering results on 855 m depth for averaging over the complete
time period for all three time periods examined in this study.

objective way. An example of defining these regions manually
can be seen in [7].

In this work we extend the static spatial Data Fusion
framework for connectivity analysis of ocean regions [1]
by integrating time-sensitive clustering. We propose a way
of preparing the data for clustering such that this seasonal
variance in the clusters can be used to segment the trajectories
of the particles. Integrating time into the clustering, not only
regards temporal aspects, but also leads to a nice way of
deciding on the appropriate number of clusters for the area
and time period of interest.

II. RELATED WORK

Analyzing and clustering trajectories stemming from atmo-
spheric Lagrangian Particle Experiments, such as HYSPLIT
[8] is an area of ongoing research, e.g., [9], [10], [11]. These
approaches, however, do not use gridded data, but trajectory
data.

There are several classes of clustering problems depending
on how the data is available [12]. In the Data Fusion frame-
work for ocean region connectivity analysis, trajectory data are
fused with clustered geo-referenced time series. In this work
we concentrate on clustering geo-referenced time series.

Clustering geo-referenced time series needs to regard not
only the measurement values at the geo-coordinate and time,
but also the spatial and temporal information [13]. One of the
biggest challenges with this data is regarding how to integrate
time and space information into the clustering algorithm [14]:
The time and space could be used as features, but it is also
possible to pre-cluster the data and thus aggregate according
to similar time spans or regions. This can be done data
driven [14] or by using previous knowledge on the data, such
as the physical spatio-temporal constraints on hydrographic
properties, that we will introduce in section III-B.

To assess how well a particular clustering represents the
underlying structure, there exist many well established mea-
sures that are generally used for assessing the goodness of
clustering results when the ground truth is unknown. Three
of them are convieniently implemented in the scikit-learn
machine learing toolkit1: the Silhouette Coefficient [15], the
Davies-Bouldin Score [16] and the Calinski-Harabasz Index
[17]. These measures try to evaluate the compactness of the
clusters (Silhouette Coefficient and Calinski-Harabasz Index)
or similarity between clusters (Davies-Bouldin Score) to as-
sume whether the clustering separates the feature space well.

For comparing clustering results across different datasets
there exist several matching methods of different efficiency
[18]. A simple, yet convincing approach is to track the
similarity of clusters across data sets by counting the shared
data points inside two clusters [19].

1https://scikit-learn.org/
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Fig. 3. This shows how the schema taken from [1] can be extended and modified to accommodate temporal information in the clustering step.

III. METHOD

We extend the Data Fusion framework to incorporate time
information by changing the gridded input data for the cluster-
ing (Figure 3). Instead averaging over the complete time period
of interest, following the ideas in [14], we suggest averaging
over single time slices leading to a grid for each time span,
t0−tn. The key idea behind this averaging-approach is to have
a finite set of hydrographic measures that are representative for
their respective time slices. Clustering on these data yields a
time-sensitive clustering. By segmenting trajectories according
to these time-sensitive clusters we achieve a stable trajectory
segmentation over the total length of the trajectories. Static
clustering, i.e., averaging over the complete time period, leads
to artefacts in trajectory segmentation. Trajectories change
seemingly frequently back and forth between clusters when
moving along the borders of the static clusters.

In this section, we explain what data we use for evaluating
this method, what ways exist to average sensible time spans
with regard to the marine domain research and how these
can be used to identify an optimal number of clusters for the
observed region.

A. Data Selection

Figure 4 shows how the Lagrangian Particle Release Ex-
periment for observing water spreading ways during deep
convection in the subpolar North Atlantic has been set up.
Particles are set out daily. They are observed and recorded
daily over 10 years leading to 3650 observations per trajectory.
The intensity of deep convection changes over the years. In
the years from 1987-1994 there has been exceptionally strong
deep convection followed by a period of time with weak(er)
deep convection until 2000 [6].

Fig. 4. Experimental setup for the simulated Lagrangian Particle Release
Experiment in the Labrador Sea

For this analysis, we focus on the time period from 1993
to 1997. In this period, the deep convection changed from its
strongest to a very weak intensity 2. It is especially crucial
and beneficial to apply time-sensitive hydrographic clustering
in this time period (see Figure 2 for a comparison of clustering
results when averaging over the complete time period 1993-
1997 against clustering results when averaging over 1993-1994
and 1996-1997 separately).

To ensure comparable clustering results, we randomly sub-
sample the averaged gridded data to 1 000 000 data points.

We selected trajectories for segmentation starting in January
of each of the covered years. This leads to trajectories of 5
different lengths ranging from five years (trajectories starting
in 1993) to only one year (trajectories starting in 1997).

2Record strong deep convection 1987-1994, and weak or no deep convec-
tion 1995-1999 [6]
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Fig. 5. Possible and marine scientific sensible time slices for averaging time in the gridded data.

B. Time slices for averaging the gridded input data

The gridded data are monthly measurements of hydro-
graphic properties in a fixed geo-coordinate grid. Figure 5
shows time averaging slices that are available for these data
and that make sense for the marine domain research. Each of
the plots in Figure 5 shows the months on the x-axis and the
years on the y-axis. The green and blue boxes indicate the
possible spans for averaging the time. Green boxes indicating
averaging over the complete time period and blue averaging
over periods with strong and weak deep convection separately.
Excluding year 1995 separates these two ranges. The top row
shows yearly averages and the bottom row shows quarter-
wise averages. Quarter-wise averging means averaging over
January to March, April-June, July-September, and October-
December. This approximately captures the seasons. A third
row could be added that shows the same principles for month-
wise averaging, but we will not use this in this analysis.

Averaging over all quarters for two time periods (Figure
5 middle, bottom) leads to a good overview on general
seasonal processes in these time periods. For the full quarterly
resolution in the complete time period, the data is averaged
over every quarter in every year (Figure 5 right, bottom).

We aim to assess whether this way of averaging indeed
extends the Data Fusion framework for ocean region connec-
tivity. We focus here on quarterly averaging to get insights
into whether this mitigates the problems shown in Figure 2.

To compare the impact of the averaging time slices, we
calculate nine gridded data sets for clustering. We analyze
three time periods: 1993-1994 (strong deep convection), 1996-
1997 (weak or normal deep convection) and the complete time
period including 1995, 1993-1997 (changing intensity of deep
convection). For each of these (sub) data sets, we average over
the complete time period (static), over all quarters for all years
(quarterly) and over each quarter in each year (quarter-yearly).

C. Spatio-Temporal Clustering on Hydrographic Ocean Data

The gridded hydrographic data are recorded for geo-
coordinates, but for clustering, these coordinates are irrelevant.
The hydrographic properties in the subpolar North Atlantic
do not appear in two unlinked areas at the same time [20].
So in our special case, we can abandon the time and space
information while clustering only the time-averaged gridded

data. The information on space and time only becomes relevant
when plotting the clusters onto a map. We selected two
clustering algorithms for comparison, k-means and Gaussian
Mixture models. These two methods assume fundamentally
different starting points. Kmeans is purely data driven, while
Gaussian Mixture models build statistical models to describe
the patterns in the data.

When clustering hydrographic properties, there are no nicely
separated clusters to be expected. As sea water is a fluid
in motion, it constantly mixes and changes its properties at
stationary geo-coordinates. When aiming at determining a
sensible or good number of clusters to separate volumes with
similar hydrographic properties, we do not expect any of the
cluster separation measures available to find the one perfect
number of clusters. We hope much more to find a data-driven
decision helper as to where to cut the ocean into clusters.
This is relevant for marine scientists as current methods to
find a good segmentation of the ocean rely on expert-defined
constraints [7].

We use two measures for cluster separation to determine a
good number of clusters, the Davies-Bouldin Score[16] and
the Calinski-Harabasz Index[17]. We re-run clustering with k-
means and Gaussian Mixture models 20 times and calculate
the separation scores for each run. We use all nine time period
and averaging (sub) data sets for clustering and determine
these scores for each data set separately.

When performing cluster analysis on hydrographic data by
testing different number of clusters, the optimal number of
clusters is either obtained by finding the global optimum of
the clustering separation measures or - if this is not possible
- by detecting the ”elbow” or ”knee” in them [21].

For mapping the clustering results across the different data
sets, we use pairwise cluster comparison [19] implemented in
[18].

D. Trajectory Segmentation in the Hydrographic Space

Other than [1], we decided to segment the trajectories in the
hydrographic space instead of the geo-coordinate and time-
space. This has two advantages: First, the hydrographic space
only contains two features, salinity and temperature, that are
also used for water mass identification in the Marine Sciences.
Second, as the classes of the trajectory segments are stable
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Fig. 6. Comparison of two measures for cluster separation for two clustering algorithms on data subsets of different size and different temporal aggregation.
The black line indicates a good pick for the number of clusters for Gaussian Mixture models according to these plots. It is the same number of clusters that
was established by showing the spatial clustering results with different numbers of clusters to domain experts [1].

over time, this allows to neglect the time dimension for the
segmentation without loss of information. The time dimension
is implicit in the length of the (daily sampled) trajectory data
points.

IV. EVALUATION

A. Deciding on a good number of clusters for the subpolar
North Atlantic

We use nine different configurations of time slices and
averaging methods of the gridded hydrographic data. This
leads to nine different clustering results for the same region.
Figure 6 shows the Davies-Boulding Score (top row) and
the Calinski-Harabasz Index (bottom row) for the different
clustering algorithms, k-means (left) and Gaussian Mixture
models (right). The colors indicate the time slice that was
regarded and the line type indicates the averaging that was
used.

The optimal Davies-Boulding Score is a minimum while
the optimal Calinski-Harabasz Index is a maximum. Gaussian
Mixture models outperform k-means almost always. For very
low number of clusters below 10, k-means works better, but
overall, Gaussian Mixture models score better, i.e., lower
for the Davies-Boulding Score and higher for the Calinski-
Harabasz Index. We can also see that there is no visible
difference between the performance measures for k-means
across the time slices and averaging methods. In the remainder
of this analysis we will focus on Gaussian Mixture models,
as they clearly are able to catch the underlying patterns in the
subpolar North Atlantic much better than k-means.

The averaging methods do not yield very different results
per time slice for Gaussian Mixture models. Each time slice
has its own color, so it is easy to see that the type of
values per time slice follow approximately the same lines. For
both performance measures, however, we can see that there
are distinctly different behaviours between the time slices.

While the clustering behaves similarly below eight clusters
(dottet black line), there is some divergence between eight
and 32 clusters depending on the time slice selected. On one
hand, during strong deep convection (green) both measures
saturate much earlier than during other time slices. On the
other hand, during weak deep convection (blue) the saturation
happens at the highest number of clusters. When looking at the
complete time period (changing intensity of deep convection,
red), the saturation happens between the two extrema. This
is a very interesting finding as it suggests that the underlying
hydrographic structure in the subpolar North Atlantic is indeed
quite different during time periods of strong and weak deep
convection. It is not only, as we hypothized, that there exist
different types of hydrographic property clusters, but also the
number of clusters and thus different hydrographic types is
different.

Finding the optimal cluster numbers can be done by iden-
tifying the ”elbow” or ”knee” in the performance measure
over number of clusters [21]. In this case, there exist two
possible optimal number of clusters. One in the local optimum
(black line at 12 clusters) just before the clustering for the time
slices start to diverge and one after (black line at 28 clusters).
Although the number of clusters in the saturation area might
be the global optimum, we decided to continue with the 12
clusters being a local optimum and confirming - in a sense -
the previous findings that 12 clusters are a good number of
clusters [1].

B. Comparison of static and time-sensitive clustering results

Based on the results shown in Figure 6, we decided to
pick 12 clusters for further analysis. Figure 7 shows the
clustering results in 855 m depth. Appendix A contains plots
of the other depths. The first two rows in Figure 7 show the
quarterly averages for the time periods with strong and weak
deep convection respectively. They show how the clusters
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the clustering results for quarterly averages on the strong and weak deep convection periods, 1993-1994 and 1996-1997 against the
clustering results for quarter-yearly averages on the complete time span from 1993-1997.

move accross the quarters for the identified processes. Note
that similarly to Figure 2, during strong deep convection
(1993-1994), cluster B is present in the Labrador Sea and
spreads towards Irminger Sea in Quarter 2 and 3. It starts
separating between Labrador Sea and Irminger Sea again in
Quarter 4 which then can be connected back to Quarter 1
for the next round. During weak deep convection, cluster
B is rarely present in the Labrador Sea, but very present
towards Irminger Sea throughout all Quarters. There is not
much cluster movement during weak deep convection in this
depth.

The remainder of Figure 7 shows the quarter-yearly clusters
found in the time period with changing intensity of deep con-

vection containing the years 1993-1997. When comparing the
cluster movement, e.g., for cluster B, it is clearly visible that
the clustering on the quarter-yearly averaged data managed
to catch the prevalent cluster movement in the strong deep
convection phase (1993-1994) as well as the cluster movement
during the weak deep convection phase.

This means that we managed to extend the static Data
Fusion framework for Ocean Region connectivity analysis with
time-sensitive clustering by changing the way of averaging the
input data.
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TABLE I
STATISTICS ON CLUSTER CHANGES IN THE TRAJECTORIES WHEN

SEGMENTING WITH DIFFERENT CLUSTERINGS.

static time-sensitive time-sensitive
segmentation segmentation segmentation

(each quarter for (each quarter for
all years) each year)

mean 26.14 23.02 26.24
std 36.61 36.52 36.07
min 1.00 1.00 1.00
25th percentile 2.00 1.00 2.00
median 11.00 5.00 10.00
75th percentile 37.00 30.50 35.50
max 220.00 233.00 201.00

C. Comparison of trajectory segmentations for time-sensitive
and time-averaged segmentation

Table I shows the statistic on how many cluster changes
occur in the trajectories when segmenting with different time
averaging for the time period of changing intensity of deep
convection, 1993-1997. The mean number of changes between
clusters is lowest for the quarterly averaged data and highest
for the quarter-yearly averaged data. The standard deviation
does not vary much between the averaging spans. The me-
dian shows a very distinct difference between the quarterly
averaged and both the complete and quarter-yearly averaged
data. It is roughly half as many changes between clusters. This
is especially peculiar as there is only a very small difference
between the medians of the static and quarter-yearly averaged
data. On the other side, when looking at the maximum
changes, the quarter-yearly averaged data based segmentation
is lowest. This definitely needs deeper investigation with more
trajectories that are seeded not only each January, but in each
month of each year. It is already clear that different ways
of averaging the data before performing the cluster analysis
influences the segmentation outcome of the trajectories.

Figure 8 shows the resulting Markov Models that were com-
puted from time-sensitive and static clustering for the complete
time span 1993-1997. Further analysis is needed as to how to
sensibly interpret these transition probability models. Already
now we can clearly see that, e.g., the transition probabilities
between cluster I (gray, bottom left) and C (light violet, left)
are widely over estimated in the quarterly averaging because
cluster L does not appear in this clustering method. In the
quarter-yearly and curiously also in the static segmentation,
we can see that most of the traffic goes not directly between
cluster I and C, but via cluster L.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

We propose a way of flexible analyzing connectivity be-
tween ocean regions on different time scales. Using different
temporal averaging approaches on different time slices of
the gridded hydrographic data and then performing cluster
analysis on these data sets seems to be a promising way
to estimate the underlying number of clusters and thus, get
informed about the differences in the underlying hydrographic
structure.

The special case of marine hydrographic data significantly
simplifies the tasks of spatio-temporal clustering and seg-
mentation. Due to the spatial relative unambiguousness of
hydrographic properties in the subpolar North Atlantic and
the temporal averaging according to relevant slices of time,
the spatio-temporal information does not need to be included
in the clustering and segmentation process. So both clustering
and segmentation can be done only on the hydrographic
properties without loosing any information on the evolution
of the clusters over time and their position in space.

The marine scientific analysis of the results of this frame-
work, however, needs still to be done. The findings that can
be derived from time-sensitive markov models need to be
compared to findings that already exist.

This contribution is a step towards a fully automated frame-
work for analyzing spatial and temporal connectivity in the
ocean. Integrating temporal sensitivity into the Data Fusion
framework for ocean region connectivity analysis [1] is a much
need and necessary step. This only regards the cluster analysis
in the framework. It is important to do a thorough analysis on
the trajectory segmentation as well. The transition probability
markov models could be extended to contain information on
the retention time of particle within the clusters. This could be
either done by introducing more edges to the graph for each
retention time interval or by storing the trajectories traveling
time information in the network themselves by adding another
layer.

APPENDIX A

Figures showing all depths of the quarter yearly averages of
the complete time period (Figure 9), the quarterly clustering
of the strong deep convection period (Figure 10), and weak
deep convection period (Figure 11).
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Fig. 9. Quarter yearly averages of the complete time period 1993-1997.
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Fig. 10. Quarterly clustering of the strong deep convection period 1993-1994.
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Fig. 11. Quarterly clustering of the weak deep convection period 1996-1997.
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Abstract—Marine scientists investigate the movement of
oceanic water particles with floating measurement devices re-
leased in the real ocean, as well as with virtual particles released
in numerical model simulations. The detection, visualization, and
evolution of clustered particles is key for gaining a comprehensive
understanding of the underlying processes in the oceans. Thereby,
vast amounts of mobility data (3D coordinates of these particles
over time) need to be analyzed using mobility data science
methods. In this paper, we describe the application of data science
techniques to detect particle clusters and, more importantly,
to track the evolution of these clusters over time in order to
support the analysis of oceanic flows. In particular, we apply a
well-known concept for tracking the cluster evolution from the
data mining community that relies on pair-counting and, thus, is
rather inefficient. In order to be applicable to large amounts
of particles, we further elaborate two heuristic solutions to
compute the cluster transitions based on spatial approximations.
Experiments on real world data show a considerable speed-up
while sacrificing marginal accuracy drops. Our prototype is used
by domain experts for the analysis of the large-scale ocean by
virtual particle release experiments in ocean simulations.

Index Terms—data science, clustering, cluster evolution, spa-
tiotemporal data

I. INTRODUCTION

Ocean research is interested in the movement of water. This
movement can be big lateral ocean currents such as the Gulf
Stream, but also vortices - so called eddies - that move the wa-
ter swirlingly into a broad direction. Both types of movement
can be investigated by means of examining particles drifting
in the water. This Lagrangian perspective follows respective
particles along a trajectory from point A to point B (in contrast
to the fixed Eulerian perspective) [1]. The analysis of their
associated volume, temperature and salinity characteristics can
explain changes in dynamics and hydrography that often are
of climatic relevance. An example is the spreading of upper
water masses from the southern hemisphere into the North
Atlantic [2] or the deep return flow [3], both constituting the
Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) that is

This work has been partially conducted in the project FON 2020-24 funded
by the KMS Kiel Marine Science - Centre for Interdisciplinary Marine Science
at Kiel University. We acknowledge support by the Helmholtz School for
Marine Data Science (MarDATA) funded by the Helmholtz Association (Grant
HIDSS-0005). R.S. acknowledges funding from the French National Agency
for Research (ANR) through the project DEEPER (ANR-19-CE01-0002-01).

important for the climate variability and climate change for
the North Atlantic rim countries. Lagrangian techniques are
also involved to describe the (nearly) passive spreading of
organisms, such as marine animal larvae [4] or juveniles [5], or
other drifting objects such as plastics [6] or larger debris (even
up to parts from missing airplane MH370 [7]). The required
input (velocities and hydrography) for Lagrangian calculations
usually comes from ocean models [8], gridded satellite obser-
vations, or directly from surface drifter observations [9].

Lagrangian strategies require large numbers to provide
robust statistics. O(105 − 106) particle trajectories are often
computed based on ocean simulations. Moreover, the spatial
and temporal resolution of the computed particle trajectories
need to be sufficiently large to resolve the turbulent oceanic
flows, the eddies, at the mesoscale (horizontal extends of
O(10 − 100 km)) or even the submesoscale (O(1 km and
below)) [10]. Mesoscale eddies can be detected on the basis
of e.g their associated sea-surface height elevation. With
respective detection methods and regridding of the particle
densities onto regular maps, it could be shown that specific
particles tend to siphon in eddies and form dense clusters (e.g.
[9], [10]). Figure 1 shows us a visualization of a particle flow
simulation around the southern tip of Africa. Water originating
from the Agulhas Current east of Africa is carried toward
the Atlantic Ocean, mainly by joining large eddies that are
identifiable by their closed sea-surface height contours in this
figure and are associated with higher particle transports (darker
colors).

Fast visualization of clustered particles is needed to ana-
lyze and understand the underlying processes in the oceans.
Additional information can be extracted from the evolution of
the particle flows and the resulting eddies over time, requiring
further methods to provide such functionality. However, the
large amount of particles provide a significant challenge to
handle such data efficiently enough to provide a fast and
interactive tool to inspect the data. Clustering techniques, such
as DBSCAN [11], allow to detect eddies in the water flow.
However, they do not enable tracking over time instances
because the identities (ids) of the clusters may vary. Figure 2
gives an example on how clusters may be identified over
different time steps without consistent cluster ids. The order
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Fig. 1. A snapshot of the regridded water transport of particles released in
the Agulhas Current east of Africa cut from the animation https://vimeo.com/
609782202. Sea-surface height contours (black contours) mark the presence
of the Agulhas Current, as well as of oceanic eddies (closed contours) that
are associated with dense clusters of particles.

of identification (identity is depicted as color in this example)
is not stable and therefore usually varies over time. Providing
a stable identification of clusters, as required in this use case,
is a separate task not yet covered by clustering algorithms.
With focus on fast and efficient visualizations, the tracking of
clusters must not introduce significant overhead in addition to
the clustering itself.

Fig. 2. DBSCAN over time. Note the different cluster assignments in each
timestep.

In this paper we present techniques to track clusters which
enable a stable visualization of such throughout a temporal
domain. These techniques build on clustering algorithms and
track their resulting clusters. We use DBSCAN to showcase
and evaluate the presented techniques, but do not restrict the
approaches to this specific algorithm.

In Section II we motivate and describe the basic data
science techniques that we apply to the problem: density-based
clustering and monitoring cluster evolution. In Section III we
detail how these basic data science techniques are extended
in order to support a large scale marine science application.
In Section IV we evaluate our solutions on real-world marine
data.

II. PRELIMINARIES

There are two main requirements for the tracking algorithm.
One, the cluster need to be detected in the first place. We
showcase an example using DBSCAN, but our tracking ap-
proach is not limited to this clustering algorithm. The second
requirement is to be able to identify the same clusters in

successive time steps. We propose using MONIC [12] as a
starting point. We will propose ways to mitigate the limitations
of this approach in section III.

A. Cluster Detection Using DBSCAN

The first step in the analysis of the evolution of water flow
patterns over time is to cluster the particles at each time step
into groups that form eddies. This clustering is done according
to the particles’ coordinates that are represented as 3D points
with longitude, latitude and depth. As it can be seen from
Figure 1, the particle clusters representing eddies are dense
point clouds of arbitrary size and shape. Not all points will
be participating in eddies throughout all time slots, i.e., we
expect some noise points. In addition, the patterns (clusters
and noise) are highly dynamic, i.e., it is unlikely that we will
have the same number of eddies throughout all time slots.

Density-based clustering algorithms, in particular DBSCAN
[11], are capable of solving these challenges by detecting
clusters of arbitrary size and shape, being robust against noise,
and not requiring the number of clusters as input parameter.
DBSCAN finds clusters as regions in the data space, where
the data points are dense, separated by regions where the data
points are sparse. The input parameters, a real number ε and
a natural number minPts, specify the notion of density: a
point that finds at least minPts neighbors within radius ε
(assuming a distance function among data points; we use the
Haversine distance here) is considered to be within the core
of a dense area and is called a ”core point”. Each of the
neighbors within radius ε of a core point are in the same
dense area (cluster), too, and each of them may be core point
themselves. As long as we follow a transitive chain of core
points that find themselves within radius ε, we never leave the
dense area. DBSCAN computes these transitive chains starting
at an arbitrary core point to compute each cluster separately.
Picking suitable parameters ε and minPts is not trivial but
beyond the scope of this application paper. For our study,
we manually ”optimized” the parameters by running different
settings and let domain experts selecting the scenario where
the resulting clusters were ”most meaningful” for them.

B. Monitoring Cluster Evolution Using MONIC

Having computed a set of clusters Ci for each time slot
i, we need a method to keep track of their evolution, i.e.,
to track changes from the previous set Ci−1 to the current
Ci. We used MONIC [12] since it is model agnostic, i.e., it
is independent of the clustering algorithm that produced the
set Cj for any time slot j. It also offers a comprehensive
and systematic definition of possible cluster transitions. In
addition, even though it is based on comparing point ids when
matching clusters, it is generalizable to a scenario where we
do not have point ids.

MONIC maps a cluster X ∈ Ci to one of the other clusters
Y ∈ Ci−1, denoted by f(X), based on the overlap of X and
Y relative to X:

f(X) = argmaxY ∈Ci−1

|X ∩ Y |
|X| ,
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i.e., X ∈ Ci is mapped to the cluster Y ∈ Ci−1 that has
the highest overlap amongst all clusters in Ci−1 based on
pairwise point matching. This requires that points have fixed
ids over the entire time span. In case of ties, random mapping
is performed such that the mapping is always unique. Based on
this mapping, MONIC systematically defines several possible
transitions for a given cluster X , including internal transitions
related to the cluster itself (e.g. growth, shrinkage, etc.) as well
as external transitions related to several clusters (e.g. merge,
split, etc.).

III. APPROXIMATING CLUSTER TRANSITIONS

To track the evolution of a given cluster, we can use MONIC
as described above to identify the same cluster in subsequent
time steps. Since MONIC is based on pairwise point matching,
this only works if we can uniquely identify data points over
the entire life span. However, in particle flow analysis (as in
many other spatiotemporal data applications) data points are
not uniquely identifiable over all time slots, e.g. because the
points are just snapshot observations and there is not clear
matching of one observation at time slot i−1 to an observation
at time slot i. As a consequence, w propose to extend MONIC
such that the cluster matching between different time slots
is approximated comparing clusters based on their spatial
proximity. This allows us to identify the most similar cluster
and to create a link between these clusters throughout time
frames.

The following subsections introduce three different ap-
proaches we have investigated to implement such an extension.

A. Distance-based Pairwise Cluster Matching Approximations

Even though we cannot reliably match data points from
different time slots in our data set using point ids, we can
estimate that matching, which in the following will be our
baseline approach.

With this information, we are able to determine the most
similar cluster for any other given cluster in a similar way as
in MONIC (see II-B). Equation 1 shows how to calculate this
most similar cluster for a given cluster X .

f(X, ϵ) = argmaxY ∈Ct−1

|d(X,Y, ϵ)|
|X| (1)

Ci is a super set of clusters for a given time frame i.
Furthermore, we assume X ∈ Ct. The function d(X,Y, ϵ)
returns a subset of the data points of X , for which there is a
neighboring data point in Y with a distance below ϵ. A ratio
is determined by comparing the size of this resulting subset
with the size of X . Eventually, f(X, ϵ) returns the cluster Y
which shows the highest ratio of similarity to the cluster X .
A filtering step based on a lower bound for the ratio allows
to only consider results with a certain ratio or above.

The specific implementation of the function d may vary. For
instance, different metrics for the distance calculation can be
used. Furthermore, a pairwise distance calculation is relatively
expensive with an execution time of O(n ·n2). Optimized data

indexing structures, such as K-D Trees, allow to further reduce
the execution time to O(n · log n) [13].

As this approach compares all data points within the clus-
ters, it should in theory yield in the most precise results.
However, some disadvantages emerge from this small scaled
comparison. Depending on the value set for ϵ, noise will
increase due to mismatched data points, especially at the
border region of the cluster. If data points of two different
clusters are within the distance of ϵ, these data points could
be mismatched. This could become crucial for smaller clusters,
as small amount of mismatched data points result in a higher
variance in the resulting ratio.

B. Grid-based Clustering Matching Approximations

To circumvent the potentially high calculation times of the
pairwise comparison, we also introduce a grid-based approach
which allows to approximate the similarity between two clus-
ters. For this, as depicted in Figure 3, we divide the space by
applying a grid upon it. For each cluster, we determine the set
of cells within the grid, which are at least partially occupied
by data points of the cluster. This will be also applied to a
different time frame, which yields in two different cell sets,
which we can use for comparison. Figure 3 shows an example
of this approach.

We see two different time frames with a moving cluster
within. To the left side we see the first time frame. The
relevant cells of the grid are marked red. To the right side
we see the next time frame depicting the same cluster on a
slightly different location due to its movement. By determining
relevant cells, we can see that not all the same cells are
covered. Some cells are lost due to the movement, recognisable
due to the lesser amount of red cells. However, new cells are
covered, as the movement of the cluster enters the region of
not yet covered cells (green in Figure 3). To compare both
clusters, we need to count all cells which are covered by both
and set it into relation to the size of the cluster we want to
track, as depicted by Equation 2.

f(X) = argmaxY ∈Ct−1

|e(X) ∩ e(Y )|
|e(X)| (2)

The result of function e(X) represents the subset of grid
cells, which are covered by a cluster X . To continue with our
example, we assume cluster X to be the cluster in the right
time frame in Figure 3 and Y to be the cluster in the previous
time frame to the left side. Therefore, e(X) returns all cells
colored in red and green on the right side. The red cells on
the right time frame represent the intersection of cells covered
by each cluster. As a result we get a coverage ratio of 0.5.
For this approach, we also solely consider the cluster with
the highest ratio and define a cut-off value afterwards to set a
lower bound from which on we deem clusters to be matches.

The accuracy of this approach relies on the grid resolution.
Cell sizes can be set arbitrarily and may not be uniform
throughout all dimensions. If the resolution is chosen to be
at the lower range of possible values, noise at the edges of
clusters can be detected. For instance, let a grid cell be big
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Fig. 3. Grid-based cluster matching.

enough to subsume a whole cluster. The number of covered
cells by this cluster in this case will be 1. Any other cluster
which covers this grid cell in some way will therefore yield
in a ratio of 1, deeming this second cluster to be an incorrect
match. However, higher resolutions result in higher memory
consumption, though this can be estimated by O(n). All
required operations can be run in O(n) or lower, leading to
an overall estimate of O(n).

C. Centroid-based Clustering Matching Approximations

In our third approach we circumvent the difficulties of noise
nearby cluster edges by analyzing the centroids of clusters.
By only considering the centroid, we move the focus of this
approach away from the edges of the cluster, reducing the
interference between adjacent clusters.

As shown in Figure 4, we determine the centroid for each
cluster and compare them between time frames based on their
distance. The distance a cluster moves will be comparably
smaller than the distances between two unlinked clusters. This
can be represented by a threshold which gives an upper limit
for the distance moved. Any movement beyond this threshold
will be considered to be a different cluster. To eventually
detect the correct cluster, we perform this calculation upon
all clusters and search for the minimal distance traveled (see
Equation 3).

f(X) = argminY ∈Ct−1
d(c(X), c(Y )) (3)

c(X) returns the coordinates of the centroid of cluster
X . d(x, y) calculates the distance for two points x and y.
Eventually, f(X) searches for the cluster in the previous time
frame which minimizes the distance traveled.

We further perform a filtering step including the aforemen-
tioned threshold to inhibit cluster mismatches.

We argue this approach shows similar behavior regarding
memory consumption and execution time compared to the
grid-based approach. Execution times will grow linearly with
the input size, as the operations required can be performed in
linear time. The same is valid for memory consumption, as in

worst case, each data point forms an individual clusters, which
again returns an individual centroid.

Although this approach reduces interference at cluster
edges, mismatches cannot be phased out for all cases. For
instance, if one cluster is surrounded by a second cluster,
both will share similarly located centroids which could lead
to mismatches.

IV. EVALUATION

We conduct experiments to evaluate and compare the perfor-
mance and accuracy of each approach. As experimental setup,
we run each approach independently of each other for a total
of five times each. We record the execution times for each run
and calculate the mean value of all five runs. As a reference
data set we extract one time frame from the particle transport
simulation (see Figure 1) and track the clusters for the same
time instance. We get a testing data set with 334,398 data
points, out of which 54,805 data points compose 36 clusters.
For the implementation, we rely on Python 3.9.7 and the
libraries Scikit-Learn 1.0.1 and Numpy 1.20.3. Scikit-Learn
provides some machine learning utilities, such as the calcula-
tion of nearest neighbors. As implementation of an indexing
structure we use Scikit-Learn’s KD Tree implementation.1 The
experiments are executed on an Apple M1 CPU with a total
of 16 GB of memory.

A. Efficiency
One main goal is to avoid overhead in the execution time

for the cluster tracking methods. Therefore, we implemented
the various methods to compare these and eventually provide
statements on the estimated execution times of each. The
results of the measured execution times are shown in Figure 5.
The upper plot shows a comparison between the four different
algorithm types. Note the pseudo-logarithmic scale of the
upper plot.

We see great differences in the execution times between the
different algorithm types. The implementations of the grid-
based and centroid-based algorithms outperform our base-
line, the pairwise-distance-based algorithm, by far. Whereas

1https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/neighbors.html#k-d-tree
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Fig. 4. Centroid-based cluster matching.

Fig. 5. Runtime for the different algorithms. The error bars indicate the
standard error. Upper plot: runtime comparison between the groups of
algorithms. The y axis is in pseudolog. Lower plot: runtime comparison for
different sizes of ϵ.

the pairwise-distance-based algorithm requires at least 11.3
seconds to calculate the cluster matches, the approximating
algorithms require 0.72 and 0.06 seconds. This performance
difference can be explained with the reduced search space used
by both approaches. Comparing operations are only applied
on cluster- or cell-level, while the pairwise-distance-based
algorithm calculates distances between all data points. This is
also reflected in the execution times of both pairwise-distance
implementations. The brute implementation employs a naive
pairwise comparison between all data points, resulting in a
runtime estimated to be O(n2). This estimate can be reduced
by using K-D Trees, which effectively reduce the search space
and this resulting in runtimes depicted as O(n · log n). To
investigate the impact of different grid resolutions of the grid-
based algorithm, we also compared different parameters for
this approach. The lower plot in Figure 5 shows the runtime
comparison between them. We see differences of up to 15%,
which in absolute terms make up a difference of 0.12s.

B. Accuracy

Fig. 6. Accuracies for the different algorithms. The error bars indicate
the standard error. Upper plot: accuracy comparison between the groups of
algorithms. Lower plot: accuracy comparison for different sizes of ϵ.

Our experiments were also conducted to show the accuracy
of the different algorithms. To calculate the accuracy, we use
a single time slice twice as our ground truth. The algorithms
should correctly identify all clusters, as the clusters are ef-
fectively not moved through the simulated progress in time.
The ratio between correctly identified clusters and the total
amount of clusters represents our accuracy score. The results
of this experiment are shown in Figure 6, again the upper
plot compares the different algorithm types and the lower
plot different grid sizes of the grid-based algorithm. We see
high scores throughout all algorithms, but with an increased
variance upon the grid-based algorithm. Depending on the
upper bound for distance traveled, the pairwise-distance-based
algorithm returns results with an accuracy between 91.7% and
100%. The centroid-based algorithm identifies clusters with a
100% accuracy. The variance of accuracy with the grid-based
algorithm is a result of the different resolution parameters we
used. Increasing the edge length, and therefore reducing the
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resolution, leads to higher amount of mismatches, as more
clusters reside may reside in the same grid cell. In such cases,
the algorithm is not able to differentiate between the clusters
and to identify them correctly.

C. Marine Science Application

As stated in section I, our real-world application is rep-
resented by a simulation of particle flows in the Agulhas
current. Eddies are formed in this current which are detected
as clusters by DBSCAN. We then apply our approaches for
cluster tracking to comprehend the evolution of these clusters
throughout time. To evaluate this application, we selected a
time range of the simulation which contains a higher amount
of clusters of varying sizes.

We choose a time range of four days, which allows to
demonstrate the results in this paper. On average, 377366.5
particles are present each day, composing 378.5 clusters.
Figure 7 shows the data and the corresponding clusters with
different representation types. Each column represents a single
day, following the chronological order from left to right. The
first row shows the raw data which is a plot of each data
point at its corresponding location. This is followed by a
visualization of the distinct clusters which are detected by
DBSCAN. The identity of a cluster is represented by its color.
We can therefore see that clusters are not identified correctly
throughout the time range, as their colors differ from one day
to another. The same color may be used for different clusters
as the color palette is limited to 20 colors.

Following the raw DBSCAN clusters visualizations, we see
the results of each of our three algorithms. For the pairwise-
distance-based algorithm, we expect a ratio of 0.9 or higher
to consider clusters as a match. We see how clusters of bigger
sizes are reliably identified throughout all days. However, due
to the movement of the underlying particles, one cluster of
bigger size cannot be matched correctly on day 3.

Similar behavior can be observed with the centroid-based
algorithm, whereas different clusters are affected. For this
algorithm, we choose as an upper bound for the distance
between the centroids a value 400 times the ε value used by
DBSCAN. Any value below this returns worse results further
showing the great amount of movement between the days.

The grid-based approach correctly matches the biggest clus-
ters, but fails to correctly match mid-sized clusters. However,
in direct comparison with the two aforementioned approaches,
the grid-based algorithm shows the best performance for our
real-world example.

Erroneous matches upon small clusters occur regardless of
the approach. This is especially the case for smaller clusters at
the edges of cluster of bigger sizes. Figure 8 shows a cropped
image of a region including smaller clusters. The distances
travelled by particles are big enough such that either clusters
appear or disappear, or simply cannot be reliably identified, as
the distance traveled does not allow to infer this information.
We argue that the data provided by this use-case is not suitable
to track the evolution of small clusters. However, we clearly
see the benefits of our approaches with clusters of greater

sizes, which comparably move shorter distances between two
time steps.

V. RELATED WORK

Kalnis et al. [14] introduced a concept to determine the
similarity between clusters. Counting the amount of identi-
fiable data points between to clusters allows to measure the
similarity. Enhanced approaches are also presented to speed-up
the cluster tracking over time. However, the shown approaches
rely on data points to be uniquely identifiable, which is not
the case for our real-world example. Therefore, we adapt the
presented approach to allow for a defined margin of error,
which takes movement into consideration, to detect a data
point in different points in time. In addition, we introduced
two different approximation methods, which allow for faster
calculation of cluster similarities.

The Moving Micro-Clustering (MMC) algorithm allows to
track microclusters by approximating them with bounding
boxes [15]. Boxes provide an efficient way of calculating
approximations and can be used as guide in the next time
slice. However, this approach is only applied on microcluster
level. We focus on the application on cluster level, to track
directly the evolution of clusters. As a faster tracking option,
we introduced a grid-based approach, which also exploits the
faster hashing operations coming from rectangles.

ChronoClust employs the concept of microclusters and
introduces the centroid-based tracking of clusters to the micro-
cluster level [16]. Moving clusters are tracked by analysing the
involved microcluster in each time step. ChronoClust applies
two techniques to track moving clusters, either by lineage or
historical proximity. The lineage approach determines a mov-
ing cluster by comparing microclusters. Clusters in different
time steps will be linked, if those two clusters share a certain
amount of microclusters. This requires an already existing
microclustering. Historical proximity describes the location-
based linking, by searching for for the nearest constituent
microcluster of the previous time step. The cluster including
this microcluster will then be considered as a match. We
employ similar techniques with our centroid-based approach,
but perform such on cluster level, as we argue microclustering
to not be necessary for our real-world use case.

In the oceanographic community, there are alternative meth-
ods to identify and track coherent eddies based on e.g.
Lagrangian rotational coherence [17], [18]. It would be inter-
esting to compare such approaches to the clustering presented
here.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented different approaches to track
clusters throughout a temporal domain and applied these
approaches on a real-world application for marine sciences.
This allows marine researchers to gain more insights into the
water currents and to perform further analyses on particle
movements throughout time. We introduced three approaches,
one providing a sophisticated comparison method and two
using approximation techniques to match and track clusters
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Fig. 7. Visualization of the application data with different representation types including raw data, clustered data, and tracked clustered data from our
approaches.
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Fig. 8. Cropped excerpt of the real world example. The excerpt is taken from
days 2 and 3 of the DBSCAN clusters data set.

through time. An evaluation of the approaches regarding
execution times and accuracy however, shows that the latter
can be at least as accurate as the first approach, while requiring
less than 1% of the original execution of the first approach.
An application of the approaches on a real-world example
shows that these can be used as a reliable tracking method for
clusters of greater sizes, as the movement of particles in the
data prohibits the reliable use of our approaches for smaller
clusters. However, we argue that applications showing data
with smaller deltas between two time steps will be able to
make use of our approach.

Future work will include more information for matching
purposes, such as direction and speed of clusters. Including
this information reduces the search area, resulting in more
accurate algorithms and reducing the margin of error. Fur-
thermore, enhanced methods to track cluster evolution, such
as in ChronoClust or MMC [15], [16], can also be applied
to our approaches, further enhancing the insights to each
individual cluster. Adapting such approaches allows to detect
splitting or joining clusters and to trace data points entering
and leaving each cluster. As the introduced algorithms are
agnostic regarding the calculation method of the clusters, a
comparison of different clustering algorithms (e.g. OPTICS,
KNN) may reveal benefits by not relying solely on DBSCAN.

The approaches introduced in this work are suitable for
other applications as well. The methods shown here are not
limited to two-dimensional data, but can also be applied to
data of arbitrary number of dimensions.

VII. DATA AVAILABILITY

A python implementation of the presented algorithms (in-
cluding the test data used in the evaluation) is available as open
source at https://github.com/cau-kiel-ai/py-cluster-tracking.
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